Sorting the Good from the Bad
Increased scrutiny from regulators and consumers has
put food manufacturers firmly under the spotlight when
it comes to food safety. Recent data, revealing that more
than 200 diseases are borne from contaminated foods and
that aflatoxins are the biggest cause of food-related recalls,
demonstrates the important role effective sorting and
quality analysis systems can play in boosting food safety on
the production line.
The food industry must not shy away from its responsibilities
and should embrace the innovations and technologies
available in order to deliver high quality, safe food around
the world. Increasing demand on the world’s food resources
has made today’s food supply complex and multifaceted
and whilst a global supply chain brings many benefits it
also presents a major food safety headache. The longer
and more complicated the chain is, the higher the risk of
contamination and spoilage.
Modern sorting machines and technology have enabled
the development of a range of innovative sorting machines
which are able to detect and remove the smallest of
defects and foreign material from production lines. They
use a variety of sensors which go far beyond the common
use of color cameras. Near Infra-Red (NIR) spectroscopy
enables an analysis of the molecular structure of a product
whilst x-rays, fluorescent lighting and lasers measure
the elemental composition of food items. The internal
composition and surface structure of objects can also be
analysed to determine good or bad produce.
In light of increasingly stringent food safety regulations,
product-quality needs and time-management constraints,
optical and sensor-based sorting has become a necessity
for many food producers who have previously relied upon
manual sorting and inspection. With millions of produce
items passing through every hour, robust and reliable
systems, which can detect and remove the smallest of
contaminants to deliver consistently safe, high-quality
produce, are vital in managing food safety on the production
line. There is a limit to what the human eye can see and how
quickly and consistently it can work.
For processors and manufacturers, efficient sorting
maximizes yield, increases profitability and drives up
productivity. In short, delivering high quality, safe food is
good for business. Taking a ‘prevention is better than cure’
approach, food safety is the responsibility of all links between
field and fork and encourages a coordinated domestic and
international strategy.

Benno Keller

keller@ harnisch.com

In this challenging times it is heartening to see people
coming together to render assistance; even provide oxygen.
An important source for well being whose supply must not
be disrupted is food. In tis edition we debate and discuss the
ways and means to keep food safe and healthy.
You may like to read of the shift in consumers preferences
in the article ‘COVID-19 has Intensified Consumers’ Interest
in Well-Being and Eco-Friendly Products’. It gives important
insight into the consumer’s mind that a good product must
also be good for the environment. .
Staying with the industry insight it looks like that flavour,
colour and texture are going to dominate the ingredients
trends in 2021. To delve more into these details read ‘ Flavour,
Colour and Texture Trends in 2021’.
To answer some of the questions of our readers there is a
Q&A on food compliance and food safety. We bring this to
you in association with Food Safety Helpline.
In the article Physical Hazard Management - A Must for
Food Manufacturers the author highlights important ways
to manage the presence of foreign objects in foods.
There is an another interesting article on processing quality
titled ‘Making Food Processing Quality More Reliable with
Vision AI’.
We have not heard enough on plant based meat. ‘The PlantBased Boom - A New High Capacity Manufacturing Solution
to Keep up with Consumer Demand’. If you have everything
ready now you have a high capacity processing ready for
you to explore.
We are pleased to present two big names in the food paper
packaging and on fruits and vegetable logistics in our
industry speak section.
Meet the Founder of Ninjacart who is bridging the gap
between farmers and consumers. He has pressed ‘delete’ to
middleman.
Zaheer Abbas is a man on a mission. Armed with special
paper packaging solution he is now catering to the needs
of sweet meat shops. Bilerudkorsnas is redefining the way
paper packaging is done.
This May edition comes with a lot of good stuff packed and
especially curated for you. We are eagerly looking forward to
your thoughts and feedback..
Stay Safe! Stay Home as much as you can!

Ian D. Healey

healey@harnisch.com
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News
THE BLUE TIFFIN to Serve Up a Royal Repast

M

umbai’s gourmands are soon
going to be spoilt for choice.
The latest entrant in the city’s home
delivery scene making a splash
amongst the connoisseurs of taste is
The Blue Tiffin – a carefully crafted
cloud kitchen that draws inspiration
and celebrates the rich royal legacy
of India.
The Blue Tiffin is a start-up by
parent company 4 Cheese Foods
LLP. The venture has recently been
founded by partners Manabendra
Nath Kumar, Rahul Khandelwal and
Chef Amit Puri. Manabendra Nath
Kumar is a foodie at heart with vast
experience in the field of design
development. He currently looks
after the brand building, strategy
and marketing. Rahul Khandelwal
has over a decade’s experience in
business
development,
product
innovation and marketing. Though
not from a traditional culinary
background, his passion for food led
him to team up with his partners to
start 4 Cheese Foods.

promises to provide its patrons
with the warmth of Indian heritage
through their sumptuous comfort
food. The kitchen is in Marol, Andheri,
and services customers residing
anywhere between Colaba and
Thane. Being mindful of constantly
reducing their carbon footprint,
The Blue Tiffin believes in minimal
use of plastic, which is why all your
meals will come in packaging that is
completely biodegradable.

Chef Amit Puri is a veteran with over
two decades of kitchen experience.
Having started out at The Taj
Hotels in Colaba then moved to The
Orchid, Meluha, Rodas, Pan India
Food Solutions, Spaghetti Kitchen,
Harry’s Bar (Singapore), amongst
many more. His expertise has made
him one of the sought after culinary
consultants – both in the country
and on foreign shores. Just last year,
Chef Puri added another feather in
his cap by turning author with his
debut cookbook, ‘Redefining Comfort
Food with Amit Puri’.

The menu at The Blue Kitchen has
been meticulously curated by Chef
Puri to include the most mouthwatering recipes from royal kitchens
across India. All the dishes pay
homage to the majestic gastronomic
delicacies from the kitchens of
Thanjavur Marathas (Tamil Nadu),
Chola Dynasty (Chettinad), Awadhs
(Lucknow), Rajputs (Rajasthan),
Hyderabadi
Nizaams
(Deccan),
Nizams and Sailana family (Madhya
Pradesh), and Katoch family (Kangra,
Himachal Pradesh).

Chef Puri has now channelled his
passion for Indian cuisine by cofounding The Blue Tiffin, which

Available to order on Zomato, Swiggy
and Thrive, click now for a truly royal
dining experience!

Bikano Launches a Wide Range of Salty Snacks
• New product line comprises of
variety of salty snacks that enjoy
significant popularity in the Hindi
speaking states
• The new product additions include
Aloo
Bhujia-Lemon
Chaska,
Chutney-Sev, Chatpat Mixture,
Manpasand Mixture, Lajawaab
Mixture , Daal Mixture and Dry
Fruit Mixture
• With the addition of these
products, Bikano aims to achieve a
sales surge of up to Rs 75 crore in
the next financial year
India’s leading packaged snacks

brand Bikano announced the
launch of seven new masala-based
products further boost its product
portfolio through an aggressive
product-line expansion. The brand
is expecting a sales surge of up to
Rs 75 crore with the addition of the
new masala range aimed primarily
at consumers in the northern Hindi
speaking belt.
The new range of products includes
multiple spice-based flavors to
augment Bikano’s presence in the
rapidly growing ‘traditional snack’
segment. With the launch of its new
range ‘Aloo Bhujia-Lemon Chaska’,
‘Chutney-Sev’, ‘Chatpat Mixture’,
Food Marketing & Technology
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‘Manpasand Mixture’, ‘Lajawaab
Mixture’ ‘Daal Mixture’ and ‘Dry Fruit
Mixture’, Bikano expects to earn an
additional revenue of Rs 75 crore.
The brand is already worth over Rs.
1000 Cr.
“The salty snacks market in India has
witnessed a remarkable evolution
and growth in recent years. With a
wide proliferation of Indian flavored
packaged snacks, we have witnessed
the introduction of multiple new
product segments and diverse ethnic
flavors. The new range is expected to
give us a sales surge of up to Rs 75
crore in the coming fiscal,” said Mr
Manish Aggarwal, Director, Bikano.

News
Olam Food Ingredients
buys US Spice Producer
Olde Thompson

O

lam Food Ingredients (OFI)
has agreed to acquire US
private label spices and seasonings
manufacturer, Olde Thompson, for
an enterprise value of $950 million.
The deal will see OFI’s whollyowned subsidiary, Olam Holdings,
acquire the US spice group from
private equity firm Kainos Capital
and Olde Thompson’s management
shareholders.
Olde Thompson became a part of
Kainos Capital’s portfolio in May
2018 and acquired Gel Spice last
year, in a deal which Kainos Capital
says enabled it to expand its product
offering into pouches, extracts and
single serve seasonings for meal kits
and other applications.

Established in 1944, Olde Thompson
is a manufacturer and supplier of
private label and branded spices,
seasonings, baking ingredients and
spice-related housewares in North
America. The company operates bicoastal facilities in Bayonne, New
Jersey and Oxnard, California, and
distributes its packaged products
to retail customers across the club,
mass, grocery and discount channels.
The transaction will see OFI
accelerate its growth strategy,
transform its spices business – a
growing part of its ingredient’s
portfolio – and expand its private
label capabilities.
“Our
global
origination
and
sustainable spice supply chain along
with Olde Thompson’s expertise
in private label is going to be truly
complementary and transformative
for our spices business,” said Greg

FSSAI extends tenure of Hygiene Rating Audit
Agencies for 3 months due to pandemic

T

he FSSAI has issued an order
extending the tenure of Hygiene
Rating Audit Agencies for three
months from May 1 to July 31.
These hygiene rating agencies were
recognised by the apex regulator
for verification of Hygiene Rating of
Food Establishments.
A total of 11 such agencies were
given extension.
The order reads, “Keeping in view
the challenges being faced by the
industry due to Covid-19 pandemic,
the Competent Authority has
decided to further extend the validity
of Hygiene Rating Audit Agencies
(HRAAs) for a further period of three
months w.e.f. 01.05.2021 (i.e from
01.05.2021 to 31.07.2021).”

The agencies include Green Tick
Food Tech Pvt. Ltd, FSATO Inspection
Services, Azad Agro Enterprises,
Parikshan,
Conformity
India
International Pvt Ltd., Food Safety
Services, NXG Food Safety Works
Pvt. Ltd., Centre for Public Health
and Food Safety, QSCERT Solutions
LLP, Shree Analytical Testing and
Research Laboratory, and Equinox
Labs Pvt. Ltd.
Hygiene Rating Scheme is a
certification system for the food
service and retail establishments
providing food directly to the
consumers. The food businesses
are rated based on food hygiene
and safety conditions observed at
the time of audit/inspection. The
hygiene rating certificate will be
displayed prominently in the food
Food Marketing & Technology
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Estep, CEO of OFI’s spices business.
“We can now deliver greater value
to our customers by combining Olde
Thompson’s reach and capabilities
in blending, product formulation
and packaging to our seed and
field management programmes,
ingredient processing capabilities
and the differentiated transparency
and traceability that our AtSource
platform delivers.” The acquisition
is expected to generate potential
EBITDA synergies of $25-30 million.
A Shekhar, CEO of Olam Food
Ingredients, said: “This transaction
builds on our long 15-year partnership
with Olde Thompson and is a logical
move to combine our ‘back-end’
strengths in global origination and
sustainable supply chains, with Olde
Thompson’s ‘front-end’ capabilities
in providing retail spice solutions to
many major US retailers.”

service area to create demand of high
levels of food hygiene standards.
Ashwin Bhadri, CEO of Equinox Labs,
says that hygiene rating concept
promotes safety and nutritious
quality of food ensuring consumers
safety as good hygiene protocols
must be considered into minimising
possible microbial contaminations
of food.
An official with FSSAI said that an
expression of interest was floated in
September 2018 for the empanelment
of agencies as hygiene rating
agencies for verification of food
establishment enrolling for hygiene
rating scheme of FSSAI.
These agencies were recognised for
a period of three years until Oct 16,
2020, and on the basis of request
received, the tenure of 12 agencies
was extended until April 30, 2021.

Food Safety

Food Safety Helpline Answers
the following Queries Raised
on its Platform
Is it essential for a small Coffee Roasting company
to have a staff member who has a B.Sc degree? Will an
engineering degree do?
As per one of the conditions of the license, such staff
member shall possess at least a degree in Science
with Chemistry/Bio Chemistry/Food and Nutrition/
Microbiology or a degree or diploma in Food Technology/
Dairy Technology/Dairy Microbiology/Dairy Chemistry/
Dairy Engineering/ Oil Technology or any degree or
diploma in any other discipline related to the specific
requirements of the business from a recognized
university or institute or equivalent.
I understand that FSSAI license is required for
Tea Trading. If we have the FSSAI license for the tea,
can we sell it from our retail outlets directly by weight
(weighing in front of customers) instead of individual
packing of 50/100/200 gm. If required, the teas can store
in big Jars/big fancy cans…. having FSSAI logo/ MRP/
manufacturing and expiry dates.
There are no restrictions explicitly given under the FSS
Regulations on selling Tea in loose form, however as per
the Prohibition and Restrictions on Sales Regulation,
there is a condition for selling of flavoured tea as; “It shall
be sold only in packed conditions with label declaration”.
The retail premises should be licensed from the food
authority and you need to follow the conditions of the
license. If you are selling tea in prepackaged form then
you have to comply with all the labelling guidelines as
discussed under Food Safety and Standards (Labelling
and Display) Regulations, 2020. You also need to comply
with the requirements of the legal metrology while
packing in different weights.

What does it actually mean by food grade
packing material? Is it polymer migration only?
The Food Safety and Standards (Packaging) Regulation,
2018 has specified the regulations relating to the
packaging of the food materials. Click the below link to
read more on this:
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/uploadfiles/files/Gazette_
Notification_Packaging_03_01_2019.pdf
How one will identify that the silver leaf which is
purchased from the market is pure or not?
There are guidelines under the food safety regulations
which need to be followed by the manufacturers of the
silver leaf (Chandi ka warq) and the manufacturer will
be held responsible if these guidelines are not being
properly followed. The standards for silver leaf have
been given in regulation no. 2.11.4 of Food Safety and
Standards (Food Products Standards and Food Additives)
Regulation, 2011.
For a pickle in oil, can the salt percentage be less
than 12%?
No standards for the salt percentage in oil for pickle have
been prescribed under the FSS Act, Rules & Regulations.
We are starting a whole Wheat Atta production to
sell it in India & export as well. Do we need to get FSSAI
registration Or license also? What is the difference
between license & registration? We purchase Atta from
others and do repack & selling. Then what exactly is
required in our case?
You have to apply for the License/Registration under
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A Gentle Revolution: Horizontal Motion Conveyor Systems
Q&A with Blake Svejkovsky, General Manager, Product Handling Systems
Conveyors have transformed food manufacturing
and have become instrumental in the design of
efficient production lines. Until the 1990s, vibratory/
shaker conveyors were the industry standard for
potato product manufacturing. These rugged but
loud conveyors had countless applications, but
though found in many industrial plants, they were
not ideal for all industries.
Blake Svejkovsky, Heat and Control® General
Manager - Product Handling Systems, recently sat
down to explain the impact of the horizontal motion
conveyor on the potato chip and french fry industry.
WHERE DID THE IDEA FOR HORIZONTAL
MOTION CONVEYORS COME FROM?
I had worked in the food industry for a long time
and recognised the need for a robust, maintenancefree, quiet conveying solution that also was gentle
enough to avoid product breakage, segregation,
and loss of coatings. In 1995, my father and
I introduced the FastBack® horizontal motion
conveyor (also called horizontal differential-motion
conveyor). Since its introduction, the innovative
horizontal motion conveyors have emerged over
vibratory/shaker conveyors and now account for
most of the non-processing sanitary conveyors
used in french fry and potato chip applications. The
reasons are clear: the gentle motion technology
improves the finished product quality delivered to
clients by eliminating product breakage, reducing
or eliminating seasoning and coating fall-off,
reducing sanitation down-time which increases
productivity, and reducing ambient noise levels,
positively impacting employee welfare.
WHAT DO POTATO PROCESSORS EXPECT FROM
CONVEYING SYSTEMS?
Potato processors typically expect their vendors to
offer excellent full support and to have deep potato
industry knowledge, starting from knowing product
traits to system design, including processing and
handling, right through to packaging for the full life
of the equipment.

The potato market has several unique challenges,
including high volumetric capacities (40 tons/hr for
the french fry industry, 3,000 kg/hr and more for
the potato chip market), as well as many common
operational challenges, such as ever-increasing
labour costs, manpower shortages, operator
trainings, and production demands that make
uptime essential. Generally, there is a strong need
for engineering and technical support during and
after system installation and commissioning, so
it is important to choose a company with strong
global support.

One of the biggest challenges to potato processors
is the cost of training and the turnover for these
positions, even prior to the pandemic. Efficient
automation is a key piece of market success with
ongoing labour challenges. Automation allows
potato processor staff to operate multiple systems
and makes the line more efficient if executed
correctly, allowing companies to take care of
their very best operation talent. Quality equipment
makes average operators good and good operators
great, allowing producers to continue to evolve in
their operations.

HOW DO HORIZONTAL MOTION CONVEYORS
BENEFIT POTATO PROCESSORS?

IS ENERGY EFFICIENCY A BIG CONSIDERATION?

Beyond the main benefits of gentle motion and low
breakage, horizontal motion conveyors deliver an
extremely long life, providing extended operating
hour intervals between maintenance items. For
example, the Heat and Control FastBack typically
provides more than 100,000 operating hour
intervals between items, and its IP65-rated systems
facilitate both wet and dry sanitation with their
minimal surface area and smooth, easy-to-wipedown enclosures. Horizontal motion conveyors
build on key performance metrics critical to the
potato industry, including product quality, product
yield, total cost of ownership, uptime, labour
reductions, and total system efficiency.
WHAT ELSE DO POTATO PROCESSORS USUALLY
CONSIDER?
Quality, reliability, ROI, sanitation, uptime, response
time, and value are universally sought characteristics
regardless of a company’s geographic location. For
many, one of the key considerations is ROI, and
horizontal motion conveyors provide high value up
front, low operating costs, exceptional longevity,
and superior performance, especially in the areas
of product efficiency, packaging efficiency, and
overall uptime.
WHAT ROLE DOES AUTOMATION PLAY IN
MARKET SUCCESS?

Saving energy and other resources, as well as
obtaining a higher throughput, have always been
significant factors, but their importance are a
growing area of concern around the world. As a
total unit operation, conveying systems account for
a very small percentage of overall factory energy
usage (less than 1% in many cases); however, even
this low percentage is scrutinised.
Since their beginning 70 years ago, Heat and
Control always has been pressing forward and
innovating, so they have been proactively pursuing
energy savings, in line with the company’s drive
to continually improve. An example of this is their
use of advanced electrically driving accessories,
such as the patented Revolution® Gates in lieu of
pneumatic gates, which use 4X less energy. The
Revolution Gate provides a safer gate system and is
designed to prevent product breakage, to eliminate
maintenance-heavy pneumatics, and to deliver
proportioned product for improved packaging feed
and efficiency and addresses food safety with its
leak-proof design that eliminates all concerns of
cross contamination.
About Heat and Control
Established in 1950, Heat and Control is a privatelyowned company with a global team that has built
an extensive knowledge bank and developed a
wealth of experience and expertise. Access to
production and technical support from a network
of engineers, food technicians, field service
technicians, skilled tradespeople, and support
teams provide food manufacturers with confidence
to achieve production goals.
• Ten manufacturing facilities, 11 test centres,
more than 30 offices globally
• Testing, design, engineering, manufacturing,
installation commissioning, user training, spare
parts, and provision of after sales service.

FastBack Horizontal Motion Conveyors for Potato applications such as Potato Chips
and French Fries.

Contact:
www.heatandcontrol.com
info@heatandcontrol.com
LINKEDIN: https://www.linkedin.com/company/
heat-and-control
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/Heat-andControl-Inc-701882153205836
TWITTER: https://twitter.com/heatncontrol

Food Safety
the FSS Act, 2006. In case of a manufacturer, a license/
registration for processing unit needs to be obtained. For
repackaging & distribution, the license/registration for
the marketer, distributor, supplier etc (Depending on the
nature of the business) needs to be applied for. For 100%
export of the food articles, the food license for export
from the central food authority will have to be obtained.
If in case, you are buying stock & repacking in your own
brand name then it would need a license for Marketing of
the food product.
I am applying for a state license for dairy products
manufacturing with a processing capacity of up to
50,000 ltrs. per day. The confusion in filling the form
arises at the stage when we fill the quantities of various
products like chhach, lassi, paneer etc. The quantities
(to be filled in tonnes) – do we need to fill the output
quantity of each product or the quantity of milk used in
making these products? The reason for the confusion
being, with 50K of milk per day we can make up to 1 lac
liters of chhach or lassi per day since water is added to
make it. Now does that take us out of the state criteria?

FOOD ENGINEERING

What is the maximum quantity in tonnes per year that
is allowed under state criteria for all milk products
combined?
The calculation for the processing capacity will be based
on; how much quantity of liquid milk is being handled in
the respective premises per day. As per the state licensing
criteria – 501 to 50,000 LPD of milk or more than 2.5 MT
to 2500 MT of milk solids per annum. As per the central
licensing criteria – More than 50,000 liters of liquid milk/
day or 2500 MT of milk solid per annum.
What is the need of the addition of formalin?
It is being used as a preservative in the food sample to
keep it fit for analysis.
What is the difference between misbranding and
mislabeling?
As per the Food Safety & Standards Act, Rules &
Regulations, there is no definition given for mislabeling.
If there is anything wrong with the declaration on the
label then it is called misbranding.

We Engineer the Process in
FOOD AND PHARMA

COMPLETE AUTOMATED TOMATO KETCHUP PLANT

Capacity - 500kg/hr, 1000kg/hr, 1500kg/hr, 2000kg/hr.

COMPLETE AUTOMATED VACUUM FRUIT JAM PLANT

TOMATO KETCHUP MANUFACTURING
The Equipment consist of tomato paste
handling, auto weighing and dosing of
ingredients like sugar syrup, tomato paste,
vinegar, spices, brine etc. blending, heating,
transferring, deaerating, pasteurising. All these
process are continuous and PLC controlled.
We also provide DI(Direct Steam Injection)
system for the tomato ketchup manufacturing.
FRUIT JAM MANUFACTURING
All process like syrup making, weighing of syrup and fruit
pulp,transferring, vacuuming, cooking, final brix measurement
all set on touch screen panel. about 99 different types of
recipes can be stored in the PLC.only one operator needed
for operation.
Our other Product Line are JELLY CANDY LINE
JELLY DEPOSITOR
JAM AND KETCHUP PLANT
CUP FILLING AND SEALING
BOTTLE FILLING MACHINE
MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE PACKAGING (MAP) TRAY SEALER
COMPLETE CARBONATED AND NON-CARBONATED BEVERAGE PLANT
COOLING AND WARMING TUNNEL FOR BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
ALL MACHINE ARE MADE IN INDIA AT OUR FACTORY UNDER SINGLE ROOF.

NIHIRA FOOD ENGINEERING LLP
Capacity - 500kg/hr, 1000kg/hr, 2000kg/hr.

Plot No. 185, Sector No. 7, PCNTDA, Bhosari,Pune - 411 026. India.
Contact : 9767514222 | santosh@nihira.in | Web : www.nihira.in
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COVID-19 Intensifies Consumers’ Interest in
Well-Being and Eco-Friendly Products

The results show that across the
globe consumers are becoming
more conscious about their wellbeing - particularly immunity - as
they question their vulnerability to
disease and illness. They are also
concerned about the environment
and whether the virus’ impact has
been intensified because of increased
levels of environmental damage. As
a result of these attitudinal shifts,
consumers are looking to purchase
food and drink products that
increasingly promote well-being and
sustain their energy in challenging
times, whilst minimizing impact on
the environment.

GOOD FOR YOU AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
Environmental concerns have been
heightened as a result of COVID-19.

This is in part due to some consumers
questioning whether issues such
as air pollution have increased
respiratory issues, making people
more vulnerable to the disease.
This concern is being translated
into altered buying patterns, with
60% of consumers now being more
attentive to the impact that their food
and drink has on the environment.
Increased focus on food and drink
products that provide health benefits
Furthermore, the widespread effect
of COVID-19 has also resulted in
64% of consumers saying that
they are now more conscious
about their immune health. Even
consumers who previously deemed
themselves to have a good immune
system are now questioning their
vulnerability to disease and illness.
This is having a direct impact on
purchasing behavior, with two-thirds
(64%) of consumers more interested
in ingredients, or food and drink
products, that provide protective or
preventative health benefits. This
trend is likely to continue being
prevalent in the market for the
foreseeable future.
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Myriam Snaet

H

ealthy ingredients and label
trans- parency are more
important to consumers than
ever before following the COVID-19
pandemic, concludes a new global
survey commissioned by the market
research company FMCG Gurus on
behalf of BENEO.

“As concern for the environment continues to
gather pace, it is important that we all play
our part in promoting sustainable business
practices. At BENEO, we actively support
sustainable farming, to encourage biodiversity
and reduce water pollution and soil erosion.
We valorize 100% of our raw material to
minimize waste.”

CONSUMERS WANT NATURAL,
SUSTAINED ENERGY BOOSTS
In
these
challenging
times,
consumers are also looking for ways
to fight feelings of fatigue more
naturally. In line with this, 34% of
consumers say that they are now
more likely to seek out food and
drink products that boost energy
in a sustained and balanced way.
Also, not surprisingly, consumers
are looking to improve their mental
well-being, with more than half
(55%) saying they are likely to opt
for food and drink to boost their
mood. However, formulation is
key, as consumers look to avoid
ingredients deemed detrimental to
their long-term health in pursuit
of a short-term energy boost. One
opportunity arising from this is
the appeal of slow-release, lowglycaemic carbohydrates such as
Palatinose™ (isomaltulose), with 45%

www.fmtmagazine.in

of consumers believing such carbohydrates
are better for their health.

Michael Hughes, Director of Insights at
FMCG Gurus, comments: “The results of our
latest consumer survey clearly show that
beneficial ingredients and label transparency
are now more important than ever before to
consumers across the globe, as a result of the
pandemic. People are exploring topics such as
inner defence, staying fit and healthy, blood
glucose control, as well as sustained energy
and wanting to buy products with proven
health benefits. BENEO is well equipped to
help manufacturers tap into these key growth
areas. The company’s prebiotic chicory root
fibers and slow- release carbohydrate offer a
range of scientifically proven health benefits
that help support long-term health and can be
communicated on pack.”
Myriam Snaet, Head of Market Intelligence
and Consumer Insights at BENEO, explains:
“As concern for the environment continues
to gather pace, it is important that we all
play our part in promoting sustainable
business practices. At BENEO, we actively
support sustainable farming, to encourage
biodiversity and reduce water pollution and
soil erosion.
We valorize 100% of our raw material to
minimize waste and have reduced our
specific energy consumption by 50% over the
past 30 years. Looking to the future, we aim
to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, thanks
to our recent investments into upgrading and
expanding our facilities.”

Ingredients

Flavor, Color, & Texture Trends in 2021
When it comes to choosing which food and beverage products consumers like, there are 3 key aspects
which lead to trying products and continuously buying those brands. Flavor, color, and texture are 3 major
areas in why consumers continue to purchase a brand of choice. So how influential are these 3 aspects
and what are consumers seeking in 2021
FLAVORS
Over the past few years there has
been much attention on healthier
alternatives
within
the
food
and beverage market, however
consumers still prioritize taste as
a key driver to why they choose
a product. In 2021, FMCG Gurus
shows that consumers will be
looking for new and exotic flavors
from brands within a number of
categories. This is highlighted as
74% of global consumers state they
like food and drink products with
new and unusual flavors. Especially
in the case for chocolate as 77% of
consumers would like to see new
unusual flavors in this market.
Due to the current global situations
with many consumers stuck at
home, they are looking for new ways
to escape their reality through food
and drink. This is highlighted as
74% of consumers stated they like
new usually flavors from around
the world. Not only are consumers

seeking new exotic flavors, but also
68% of global consumers would be
willing to pay a premium price for
these products. Therefore, there is
an opportunity for brands to target
these consumers with exotic flavors
from around the world to help as
they look to food and beverages for
escapism purposes.
Consumers are also turning to
traditional/ nostalgic flavors which
reminds them of simpler times.
The COVID-19 pandemic has left
numerous
consumers
across
the globe in a state of worry and
anxiousness about the future.
FMCG Gurus research shows that
68% of global
consumers find
traditional and nostalgic flavors
appealing within food, with over 70%
suggesting they like these flavors
because it offers them comfort.
As consumers look to adopt a holistic
health approach to life, looking to
improve all aspects of their health
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including their diets, they are
seeking out healthier and more
natural products. Natural flavors can
be very appealing to consumers as
they will be highly associated with
being better for them. Consumers are
most likely to look for natural flavors
in the following markets: Coffee
(82%), Yoghurt (82%), and Fruit Drinks
(83%). These are highly important
as 64% of global consumers would
agree that they would pay a premium
for these natural flavors, as they are
seen as healthier options.

COLORS
When it comes to color in food and
beverage products it is very important
that brands get this right. FMCG
Gurus highlights that 57% of global
consumers find color influential
when purchasing products. New
and experimental colors can also
be appealing to consumers with
46% of global consumers agreeing
with this. This is due to consumers
associating these colors with
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more fun and exciting products,
something which is needed in a time
of worry. However, experimental
colors are also associated with being
not natural which is a key driver to
why 30% do not find these products
appealing. These colors can be
associated with being artificial,
something in which consumers are
actively looking to avoid.
It takes a consumer a matter of
seconds to choose which product to
buy there- fore color is a key element
to food and beverage
products.
Although 49% of consumers state
they would pay a premium for
products with experimental colors,
traditional colors which con- sumers
know and trust are a lot more
influential when purchasing food
and drink products. This highlights
again that consumers may not trust
experimental colors as they can
be seen as artificial and not good
for their health. This is key, in a
time where consumers are actively
seeking to improve their health to
be less vulnerable to catching any
disease or illness.
When asked which colors were
most appealing within beverages
such as juice drinks a large number
of consumers prefer colors that

resemble fruits. FMCG Gurus
research shows that Orange, Red, and
Yellow are three of the most popular
colors in regards to juice drinks. This
can be associated that they are more
natural which resembles the flavors
they like and know. Therefore, it is
important for brands to understand
that natural colors associated with
healthier flavors such as fruits are
more appealing to consumers in a
time of uncertainty around health
and wellness.

TEXTURES
Texture is also another key
component to why consumers would
choose to go back to certain foods
and drinks. This is again highlighted
as 59% of global consumers state that
the texture of a product is influential
when purchasing products.
However,
texture
preferences
vary largely by category. When it
comes to the beverage market only
28% of consumers would like to
experiment with unusual textures.
One of the main reasons for this is
that consumers already associate a
product with a certain texture and
do not want their favorite brands
to change this. So, when deciding
whether to use new unusual
textures or traditional textures

consumers are already aware of, it is
important to know that 88% of global
consumers state that traditional
textures they know and trust are
more influential, with only 7%
preferring new textures.

SUMMARY
Flavors, colors, and textures all play
a key role in why consumers like
to choose certain products. When
addressing flavors, brands and
manufacturers can target consumers
who are looking for escapism
with nostalgic flavors or new and
exciting flavors which are specific
to certain areas in the world. This
will be a key trend driving forward
in 2021 as COVID-19 still impacts
consumers daily lives. Colors are
also key, however due to a health
kick in 2021 with consumers looking
for natural products consumer may
look to avoid artificial and unnatural
colors. It is important that brands
and manufacturers offer exciting
new colors which are made from
natural ingredients with simpler
messaging for consumers. Finally,
it is important to understand that
consumers do not like change when
indulging in their favorite products
as they have certain associations
with textures and the products they
like.
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Carcass Evaluation and Grading:
Step Forward to Ensure Meat Quality
By Hamna Vahab, Ipseeta Nanda, lalrohlui, Anand TS and S. Talukder*

INTRODUCTION
The part of the food animal body that
remains after commercial dressing
procedures is popularly called
carcass. Evaluation and constant
maintenance of carcass quality
is the measure of output which
paves the way for upbringing trade
in meat sector which in turn pays
the efforts of farmers and uplifts
their living standards. According to
Polkinghorne et al. (2010) carcass
classification affects the price
determination and is responsible for
meeting the consumer expectations,

which is a concept called “consumer
grading system”. It helps the farmer
to recognize quality of animal which
they are producing and hence can
have improved and better planning
to have high grade animals and
carcasses. In addition, it can certify
their animals and carcasses for
class, quality and condition through
authorized agencies. It also helps the
meat processing sector to select the
different meat grades on the basis
of market and consumer demands.
The classification depends upon
the description of carcasses using
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specifically
defined
anatomic
features which are simultaneously
important to the sellers as well as
buyers (Sather et al., 1991). Thorough
knowledge, how this grading system
can help in upbringing the output
of meat sector in upgrading quality
as well as for meeting consumer
demands is very much necessary.

EVALUATION OF CARCASS
Evaluation of carcass simply means
to evaluate all those factors which
determine the average value per unit
weight of carcass (Purchas, 2012).
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Evaluation of carcass primarily
depends on the carcass weight,
dressing out percentage and the
composition of carcass. According
to Jones (1989), evaluation of carcass
has at two significant functions;
that are evaluation of carcass
composition as a part of scientific
experiments and a system for
evaluation of commercial carcasses
based on lean meat content.

WHY CARCASS EVALUATION IS
NECESSARY
The evaluation of potential carcass
qualities in live animal
is an
important requirement in case of
breeding males since they can have
a greater population characteristic
influence in comparison to females.
Carcass evaluation is an important
aspect of grading and classification
of carcass. With grade or class there
can be some similar characters in
common and with that classification
becomes a comparatively easier
process, but with different grades
one may be superior or inferior
to another while classes are just
different (Kempster et al.,1982).
In some instances, the carcass
evaluation can be done mainly for
research purpose (Purchas, 2012).
FACTORS INFLUENCING CARCASS
VALUE
The carcass weight and dressing
out percentage along with carcass
composition chiefly determines the
value of carcass.Carcass weight or
hot carcass weight can be defined
as the hot or un-chilled weight of
carcass after removing head, hides,
internal viscera and gastrointestinal
tract. Carcass confirmation and
length of the carcass are significant
in increasing the weight of it.
Carcass with a good confirmation
tends to have a thicker appearance
and well-defined muscles. If the
level of fatness remains the same,
well confirmed animal tends to
have more lean meat (Warris, 2001).

Carcass length is a straight line
from the forward edge of the first
rib to the forward edge of the aitch
bone. If all other factors influencing
the composition remain the same,
carcass with more weight tends to
have an increased carcass value.
The dressing percentage can be
simply defined as the carcass
weight as a percentage of live
weight
immediately
prior
to
slaughter or in other words, the live
weight multiplied by the dressing
percentage gives the carcass
weight (Coyne et al., 2019). Dressing
percentage is directly depended on
the live weight. According to Coyne
et al. (2019), dressing percentage
is influenced by both genetic and
non-genetic factors. The animal
factors
influencing
dressing
percentage include sex, age, fatness,
muscularity and pregnancy status.
Factors affecting live weight such
as gut fill and carcass weight such
as bruising or decoction for shrink
influence dressing percentage. The
dressing percentage increases as the
live weight of the carcass decreases
(McKiernan et al., 2007).
Purchas (2012) illustrated that
carcass composition is determined
primarily by the lean meat yield
percentage which in turn is
determined by the carcass fat
percentage and the muscle to
bone ratio. The lean meat quality
depends on external factors which
involve mainly the processing of
meat and intrinsic factors which
include palatability factors (viz.,
odour, juiciness, flavour etc.);
appearance (viz., colour, texture etc.);
nutritive value, safety, wholesome
characters and the processing
properties. Carcass composition is
also influenced by the distribution
of lean and fat and the carcass
shape. Yet another study states that
the carcass composition is highly
determined by genetic factors, age
Food Marketing & Technology
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of the animal status of nutrition,
hormonalbalance,
environmental
condition and the changes can even
occur during pre-slaughter handling.
Dry firm and dry condition in beef
and Pale soft exudative condition in
pigs are the commonly encountered
carcass conditions (Irshad et al.,
2013).

GRADING OF CARCASS
Polkinghorne et al. (2010) defined
carcass classification as a set of
terms describing characteristics
of the carcassthat are helpful to
thosewho are involved in trading
of carcasses. Grading is the placing
of different values on the carcasses
for the pricing purposes, depending
upon the requirements of traders
and market.It is a systematic way to
express value and quality of carcass
by sorting in to groups according to
selected characteristics. Grading
plays a very significant role in
marketing
and
merchandising
of carcass. The animals which
score high, fetches higher grades
in carcass too. Different countries
have their specific grading patters
to suit their consumers and market
patterns. The most popular among
them is the system developed
by United States department of
Agriculture, popularly called the
USDA system or Federal system of
carcass grading. Grading is done so
that it helps the farmer to recognize
their quality of animal and for better
planning to improve program and
produce high grade animals and
carcasses.It helps the producer to
certify their animals and carcasses
for class, quality and condition
through authorized agencies and
it helps meat processing sector to
select a required type according to
the needs of market and consumers.
EXISTING GRADING SYSTEMS IN
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
The marketing of meat has several
challenges and each with its own
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set of pros and cons.Less market
transparency, imprecise description
of the product at the point selling
and inadequate feedback about
the consumer requirements are
some factors which negatively
impact market status (Farmer and
Farrell, 2018). The main purpose of
descriptions systems is to smoothen
the trade by describing commercially
important attributes of meat (Price,
1995).
Miller (1976) conducted a study
about the consumer acceptability
of USDA system, states that the
consumer shall be made more aware
of the quality parameters. Important
factors to be considered included
carcassweight, age and maturity
of the animal, sex, fat cover, colour,
conformation and freedom from
bruising and blemishes. Depending
upon the country marbling and
lean colour and texture of the meat
are often considered.The Canadian
grading system mainly utilises
maturity of the animal and marbling
in assigning grades of carcass. The
systems of standards were adjusted
with bulls in such a manner that bulls
were allowed in top grades earlier but
had eventually been replaced (Price,
1995). In 1992 it was further improved
and in 1996 marbling of the meat was
incorporated as in USDA.

CANADIAN SYSTEM
As per Canadian system there are
4 quality grades for cattle; Prime,
AAA, AA and A complemented
by maturecattle grades.Canadian
grades exclude carcasses having fat
with yellow colour and require better
muscle and lean texture. Maturity is
assessed as youthful or mature on
the basis of skeletal development
of the animal.Rib eye region that
is the area of longissimus dorsi is
looked after for noting the meat
colour usually between the 12th
and 13th ribs. Fat is also assessed
together with meat texture and

carcass confirmation with minimum
standards for evaluating each as
character of youthful grades. The
yield grades are Canada 1, Canada
2 and Canada 3. (Polkinghorne et al.,
2010).

AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM
In Australia initially quarters were
graded on the basis of conformation,
age and fat cover as first, second
and third grade of evaluation.
This system was replaced in
1987 by the AUS-MEAT language
exposing a deliberate change from
subjective quality assessment to
strict specification which enabled a
carcass to be described in respective
ofsex, dentition and weight without
quality connotation (Polkinghorne
et al., 2010). Later based on USDA
grades, eating quality predictors
and refined factors were added to
grading which include ossification
and marbling.
JAPANESE SYSTEM
In Japan carcass evaluation system
has five quality grades. In 1971,
“Tokusan” that is the premium grade.
Meat quality grade parameters were
assessed by quartering between
the 5th and 6th ribs. Marbling is
assessed by a unique twelve beef
marbling score (BMS) from 1 to 12.
The BMS scores is related to five beef
marbling grades like, excellent (BMS
8–12), good (BMS 5–7), average (BMS
3–4), below average (BMS 2) and poor
(BMS 1). There are five beef brightness
and colour and grades such as very
good, good, average, below average
and inferior. The marbling, meat
colour, firmness, meat colour and
texture and fat colour, lustre and
quality grades are thenconsidered as
the factors in assigning the carcass
quality grades. With the lowestresult
determining the quality grades being
1 and the complete designation goes
from 1 to 5. Japanese yield grades are
determined by applying regression
equation on ribeye or the loin eye
Food Marketing & Technology
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area, rib thickness that is a measured
muscle thickness above the rib, cold
left side weight and subcutaneous
fat thickness. All measurements
were taken at the level of 6th or
7th rib. Yield grades are designated
A (72% and above which is a cut
yield above average), B (69–72% the
averageyield) or C (under 69% and is
below average range (Polkinghorne
et al., 2010.). Korea included quality
and yield grades, having 5 & 3 levels
and, giving a total of 15 categories in
grading (Kim and Lee, 2003)

USDA GRADING SYSTEM
The most establishedand widely
known example is the USDA
Grading System which is issued by
the US department of Agriculture.
USDA system is popularly called
the Federal system.It describes
carcasses in terms of eight
quality grades as Prime, Choice,
Select,Standard, Commercial, Utility,
Cutter and Canner and yield grades
of 1 to 5 as Prime, Choice, Good,
Standard, Utilityand Cull (Smith et
al., 2008). The tentative US standards
for beef grades were formulated in
1916, which was revised from time
to time (Miller, 1976). The standards
were reprinted with amendments
in 2017.Confirmation refers to the
morphology of the animal such as
build,shape contour and its different
prime cuts, quality which denotes
the characteristics oflean meat and
finish which is meant by the fatness
of the animal are basic parameters
taken care of in grading. Quality is
the characteristic of muscle which
is more accurately determined by
the lean meat and marbling content.
Finish refers to the fatness of the
animal.
There are two types of grading in
USDA system (i) Quality grade (ii)
Yield grade. The quality grade is
determined by the amount of fat and
its distribution, muscling, maturity,
marbling, refinement of hair, hide,
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bone, smoothness and symmetry of
the body (Fig 1). Five USDA maturity
grades and 8-9 degrees of marbling
grades are followed. Fourmajor
factors are considered for assessing
yield grades which include the hot
carcass weight, back fat thickness,
percentage of kidney, pelvic and
heart fat (KPH) and the rib eye area.
Hot carcass weight is the weight just
after harvest after the removal of
hide, head, gastrointestinal tract and
other internal organs. Rib eye area
indicates amount of lean muscle
associated with carcass. Just like
Canadian system it is determined
between 12th and 13th ribs. Optimum
range is 11-15 sq inches. Back fat
thickness is the most important
determinant of retail yield which is
measured at the 12th rib (in case of
cattle) or 7th rib (in case of pig) and
it ranges from 0.15 to 0.8 inches. As
the back fat thickness increases,
cuttability and percentage of retail
products decreases, resulting in less
desirable product yield.Kidney pelvic
and heart fat is usually expressed as
percentage of weight of hot carcass.
Internal fat or KPH increases, then
the retail product of yield decreases
(Lu and Tan, 2004). There are 8 yield

grades viz., prime, choice, good,
standard, commercial, utility, cutter
and canner based on the maturity
and marbling level. Stags are graded
prime while cows are not.
The US prime has highest quality
and intramuscular fat, but has a
limited supply. The US Choice is
of high quality which is widely
available in foods service industry
and retail markets. The difference
between Choice and Prime is due
to the fat content in the beef. Prime
typically has a higher fat content,
typically well distributed marbling
than the US Choice. The US Select
formerly known as US Good is lowest
grade commonly sold at retail. It is
acceptable quality, but is less juicy
and tender due to leanness. The US
Standard is again lower quality, yet
economical. It is lacking marbling.
The US Commercial is further
low quality, lacking tenderness,
produced from older animals. The
Utility, Cutter and Canner are of
least quality. For Veal and claves,
the quality grades are Prime, Choice,
Good, Standard, Utility and Cull
(United States Standards for Grades
of Carcass Beef, 2017). Apart from

FIG 1. USDA CHART FOR GRADING ON THE BASIS OF
MATURITY AND MARBLING

INDIAN STANDARDS
According to Bureau of Indian
standards (BIS) –IS:2537, which
came into existence in 1995,there
are six standards in India based on
conformation, finish and quality.
They are Prime, Choice, Good,
Commercial, Utility, Cutter and
Canner. Likewise, lamb and poultry
are also classified.
FABRICATION OF CARCASS
Cutting procedure or fabrication of
carcasses of food animals refers to
the method of separating a chilled
carcass into different commercial
parts. The fabricated cut up parts
fetch an improved price range in
the market compared to a whole
carcass. Fabrication also helps in
proper cooking of different cut up
parts each fetching a different value.
Fabrication is more or less same for
all slaughter animals except pigs.
NOVEL UPCOMING GRADING
STRATEGIES
At present, majority of the on-line
evaluation of carcass uses back fat
thickness and depth of the muscle
to determine the overall yield and
this technique seems to reach its
maximum potentiality and accuracy.
The
novel
strategies
for
improvement need to be sorted out
since dissection of carcass is time
consuming, expensive and subjected
to biases, newer methodologies
using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), X-Ray technologies are
on research. Certainly, future
evaluation and grading system will
be based on weight of commercial
cuts, its economic market value

(Source: US Standards for Grading Beef Carcass, effective from Dec 18, 2017)
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beef, USDA system also classifies
pork, lamb, sheep, and so on into
various grades. There are 5 levels
of maturity such as A 9-30 months,
B 30-42months, C 43-72 months, D
73-96 months, and E greater than 97
months.
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and the ration of lean and fat it
contains. Colour, marbling which
deals the aesthetic quality will also
be given much importance (Kerry,
2009). Video Image Analysis (VIA)
systems using electronic camera
technology, and with computerbased
digital
image
analysis

hormonal
growth
promoters
(Thompson, 2002; Thompson et al.,
2008). Optical method for evaluating
meat quality is an upcoming trend
in carcass evaluation. Spectroscopic
methods are used to define the
freshness of meat which is supposed
to be an integral part of grading

FIG 2. VIDEO IMAGE ANALYSIS (VIA) OF CARCASS

coordinationinside each nation.
Advances in carcass classification,
grading, and market grading will
also continue to make value-based
grading of beef more economically
feasible. To increase the value of
grading, beef grading schemes that
rely on customer results must be
created. With more people becoming
health-conscious, we are optimistic
that the next era will be one of
quality over quantity. The concept
of consumer grading system must
be upheld and at the same time,
technologies should be focus on
developing easiest and least timeconsuming methods for evaluation
of carcass without compromising
the quality parameters.
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CONCLUSION
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X-RAY SYSTEM TARGETS SMALLER
FOOD CONTAMINANTS
Mettler-Toledo’s X34 provides improved detection
sensitivity for error-free product inspection
Food manufacturers will be able to identify very
small contaminants in a quicker and more reliable
manner following the launch of a new X-ray system
from the product inspection division of MettlerToledo.

http://www.mt.com/xray-packagedproducts

The X34 X-ray inspection system provides detection
of metal, glass, high-density plastic, mineral stone
and calcified bone fragments across a wide range of
packaged foods: eliminating costly product recalls
and protecting brand reputations. The system
also comes with advanced software that enables
automated product set-up, dramatically decreasing
the chance of human error and greatly reducing
the number of false rejects. This makes for more
efficient and profitable operations, while delivering
excellent return on investment.

To get involved in the conversation about preventing
contamination, achieving conformity, reducing
waste and improving operational efficiency
in the food manufacturing industry, join us at
#MTinsidefood on Twitter or sign up to our blog at
http://www.mt-product-inspection.com/

“Changing consumer expectations have resulted
in an extraordinary choice of food and drink in a
variety of cans, jars, bottles, cartons, and plastic
containers,” says Mike Pipe, product inspection
specialist for Mettler-Toledo. “As food production
and packaging methods increase in complexity, the
risk of contamination from foreign bodies such as
metal and glass has increased. These contamination
incidents can lead to expensive product recalls.
“The X34 provides a combination of technologies
which enable producers to detect smaller
contaminants reliably at high-throughputs, ensuring
product safety and delivering brand protection.”
The X34 is a single lane X-ray system designed for
the inspection of a wide range of small and mediumsized packaged products. One of its key features
is a 100W ‘Optimum Power’ generator, which
automatically maximizes detection sensitivity. This is
complemented by an advanced 0.4mm detector for
the accurate detection of very small contaminants.
These technologies ensure that power and contrast
levels are optimized for every product, resulting in
enhanced detection performance. This means the
X34 does not always have to run at its full 100W
output to achieve the best results, delivering power
savings to the end user.
The high-performance software also allows for
automated product set-up without the need for
manual adjustment from the operator, leading to
ultra-reliable product inspection. “Automated product
set-up removes the possibility of operator error and
makes the X34 easier to use,” says Mike Pipe. “New
products only need to be passed once through
the system for the power to be optimized and the
fully intuitive software requires minimal passes to
automatically set the contamination inspection tools.
This reduces operator training, increases production
uptime and ensures product safety.”
The X34 comes with Mettler-Toledo’s advanced
ContamPlus inspection software which further
enhances detection capabilities, helping food
manufacturers achieve a zero False Reject Rate

For more information about ensuring food safety
through the prevention of physical contamination
download Mettler-Toledo’s latest white paper here:
www.mt.com/pi-contamination

MT10801 - Mettler-Toledo’s new X34 provides
improved detection sensitivity combined with
the latest automation software for error-free
product inspection
(FRR). This is a crucial means of reducing product
waste and ensuring product safety. By lowering
FRR, manufacturers can achieve higher production
outputs without adding extra lines, boosting
productivity and profitability. Subsequently, Total
Cost of Ownership is reduced and Overall Equipment
Effectiveness scores are increased.
In addition, the X34 can be equipped with the ProdX
advanced data management tool, which maximizes
production efficiency and quality control. The
ProdX software can store images of foreign body
contamination, which can be viewed remotely,
in full support of connectivity, traceability and
compliance. The system also features a highlyresponsive capacitive touchscreen, allowing users
to increase the viewing angle of stored images while
maintaining image consistency.
The X34 also offers excellent ingress protection,
with an IP65 rating as standard and IP69 available
through upgrade. Cooling is enabled through an air
conditioner, which allows the X34 to operate in high
ambient temperature environments.
The launch of the X34 with its optimized detection
and automated set-up compliments MettlerToledo’s existing vertical X-ray range. Other
systems include the compact, easy-to-use X33 for
effective contamination detection with a low Total
Cost of Ownership, and the highly configurable,
advanced integrity inspection solution of the X36 for
applications with multiple lanes.
“As food trends change over time, it’s important
that manufacturers choose product inspection
equipment which is suited to the task at hand,” adds
Mike Pipe. “With the introduction of the X34, MettlerToledo offers food manufacturers and producers
state-of-the-art, reliable contamination detection
across a variety of applications.”
All Mettler-Toledo X-ray generators come with a
5-year warranty when a standard or comprehensive
service contract is purchased, offering full protection
of the most valuable part of the machine.
For more information about the X34, click here:
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For more information about Mettler-Toledo Product
Inspection’s products and services for the food
manufacturing industry follow us on Twitter (@
MettlerToledoPI) or LinkedIn or visit www.mt.com/
pi and YouTube.
About METTLER TOLEDO
METTLER TOLEDO is a leading global supplier of
precision instruments and services. The company
has strong leadership positions in a wide variety
of market sectors and holds global number-one
market positions in many of them. Specifically,
METTLER TOLEDO is the largest provider of
weighing and analytical instruments for use in
laboratory and in-line measurement in demanding
production processes of industrial and food
retailing applications.
The Product Inspection Division of METTLER
TOLEDO is a leader in the field of automated
inspection technology. The Division incorporates
the Safeline Metal Detection and X-ray Inspection,
Garvens and Hi-Speed Checkweighing. The
solutions provided by the business increase
process efficiency for manufacturers while
supporting compliance with industry standards
and regulations. Systems also deliver improved
product quality which helps to protect the welfare
of consumers and reputation of manufacturers.
For general information on Mettler-Toledo Product
Inspection, visit: http://www.mt.com/pi

Siddharth Kachroo,
Business Manager – Product Inspection & Global
Key Accounts
Mettler-Toledo India Pvt Ltd
For more Information
Write to us at sales.mtin@mt.com or
Contact Us Toll-Free 1800 228884 / 1800
1028460 or
Visit us at www.mt.com
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Physical Hazard Management
A Must for Food Manufacturers
By Anurag Mishra*

T

he biggest reason for buying
packaged
food
by
any
consumer is ‘to have safe
experience ‘ and if there happens to
be anything which is not expected
in the pack, there will be increase in
the risk of consumer dissatisfaction,
regulatory risk and at the end it may
damage the Brand Image.
This may lead to recall of the product
and there are many examples
available in the market. Food recall
can happen due to a variety of
reasons, including the detection of
physical hazard in food products.
Foreign matter or Physical hazard
is any physical stuff which is not
expected by consumer in the pack
or anything other than declared by
the manufacturer on the label; glass,
wood, metal part, plastics, rubber,
threads, stone etc comes under
the physical hazard and all these
must be avoided at every point of

processing (farm to fork or Grass to
Glass).
A total of 42 physical hazard
related recalls were issued in the
U.S. in 2017, with metal and plastic
contamination topping the list in
this category. Each accounted for
12 and 11 total recalls, respectively.
Almost all of these recalls were for
various meat products, including
one issued by poultry giant Perdue
Foods.
In 2017 a global confectionery giant
recalled whooping amount of its
products globally because of possible
physical hazard in the products .
To avoid above issues, manufacturers
must deploy suitable mechanism to
detect and eliminate any possible
physical hazard in the finished
goods. Selection of the mechanism
must be based out of basis risk
assessment and type of possible

foreign object in the entire process.
Development in modern technology
has given some robust options
to detect and eliminate foreign
objects from finished / semi finished
goods. In recent years these options
seems to be very effective and are
used across the globe. Some of the
available and effective options are:

MAGNETS :
Magnets are used widely in the
food manufacturing facility in
between the process. As Magnets
do not detect the hazards real time
and with 100% accuracy so most
of the time its used in up stream
processes to minimize the hazards
in final product. Ideal strength of
the magnet should be more than
10000 gauss and all the magnets
must be calibrated minimum once
in a year ( externally ) . Generally
metal detectors are installed after
magnets to minimize the hazard to
the acceptable level .
METAL DETECTORS
Metal detectors are the most
common and widely used method to
detect the metallic physical hazard
in the food industry, but as the
examples above demonstrated they
cannot control a large spectrum of
non-metal materials. When using
this type of equipment, metal objects
within a food product, produce
an unbalance in a balanced radio
frequency or magnetic field. This
typically generates an electrical
signal alerting the equipment
operator of the situation.
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energy, X-rays can penetrate solid
bodies. When going through the
inspected product X-rays are more
or less attenuated according to the
density of matter present. If an object
is present with a different density
from that of the food product, it will
be represented in the image (picture
below, on the left and middle).
The ability of spotting different
densities adds another feature to
the equipment - the capacity to
identify product defects like missing
products in packages (picture below,
on the right), products without filling
or incorrect shape .

This method can detect very thin
metallic objects such as metal rust
and aluminum foil. However, certain
factors can affect the sensitivity of
metal detectors. The type, shape and
orientation of metal play a big role
in the effectiveness of detection. The
equipment’s operating frequency
also affects the sensitivity. Other
factors like position of metal
in the aperture, type of product
scanned, packaging material and
environmental conditions such
as vibration are often referred as
limitations to appropriate detection.
Also, non-metallic contaminants,
such as rubber, glass etc , are not
detectable since they do not affect
the magnetic field.

(or a second one) is placed at the
beginning of the line it could have
extra benefits.
Because of its operational challenges
, metal detectors must be verified
with standard test pieces frequently
( hourly verification is better ) and
health check up of detector must be
done by OEM once in a year .

X-RAY
In the case of X-ray detection, the
equipment produces an image of the
food product that can be analyzed
for contamination. Due to their high

Metal detectors are easy to operate,
typically have low maintenance
costs and are cheaper than other
alternatives like X-ray detection.
Thus they can be used almost
anywhere in food industry facilities.
A metal detector placed at the end of
a production line, as the last barrier to
guarantee that metal contaminants
do not reach the consumer, is
an obvious move. Nevertheless,
food safety professionals should
also consider that if that detector
Food Marketing & Technology
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X-ray systems can detect several
foreign bodies such as metals,
non-ferrous metals, stones, glass,
PVC plastic, bones, ceramic, Teflon
plastic, sugar or flavor clumps. On
the other hand, X-ray machines
cannot detect some contaminants
such as paper, cardboard, wood,
hair, insects, thin glass, low-density
plastics and low-density stones.
One interesting application is in the
seafood industry to detect fish bones.
There are available equipment
based on this technology that are
prepared to detect needles (injected
fish products) and calcified bones
(according with the manufacturer
“commonly achieves a 99% detection
rate on calcified bones larger than
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elapsed. Flaws and particles in
the food product are detected by
examining either the reflected
signal amplitude or arrival time
due to impedance discontinuity.
Several advantages are linked with
ultrasound technique, since it has
a large applicability, most materials
can be detected, and the equipment
is low-cost and performs truly
nondestructive tests.

0,7 mm, in their smallest dimension,
with false positives at or below 3%”).

ULTRASOUND
Ultrasound-based measurement is a
promising method to detect foreign
bodies because it has the ability
to
differentiate
discontinuities
in acoustic impedance between
different regions within a given
volume.
These
discontinuities
would represent something that
differs from its surroundings, such
as a foreign body. This technique,
although already used widely in the
food industry in liquid level detection
or suspended solids concentration
(among other applications), is still
not well known as an option for
foreign body detection. Despite
that, for instance, a patent has been
conceded in 2004 for an ultrasound

FOOD ENGINEERING

transmitter that detects foreign
material in heterogeneous process
streams, like bones in a slurry of
chicken meat. In the case where
pulse and echo mode is used for
measurements,
the
transducer
transmits
impulse
ultrasound
signals to the food product and the
ultrasound velocity is calculated
by the echo’s round-trip and time

By using above options we may
eliminate the foreign objects in
products so that the consumer gets
the best experience and value for
money.

* Authors is Group Head Quality Assurance
and Food Safety – Wilmar (India)

We Engineer the Process in
FOOD AND PHARMA

PREMADE SPOUT POUCH FILLING
AND CAPPING MACHINE
Nihira Food Engineering LLP, based in Engineering
hub of Pune, manufacturing of packaging machineries
for food products, pharmaceutical and cosmetics, aim
to provide localized solutions for packaging industries.
The newly developed premade spout pouch filling
and capping machines having various model like
1. Linear two head spout pouch servo filling and capping
pp g machine.
2. Fully automatic servo type premade spout pouch
h filling and
capping machine.

Our other Product Line are BOTTLE FILLING MACHINE
JELLY CANDY DEPOSITORS
JAM AND KETCHUP PLANT
JELLY CANDY PLANT(KITCHEN)
CUP FILLING AND SEALING MACHINE
MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE PACKAGING (MAP) TRAY SEALER
COOLING AND WARMING TUNNEL FOR BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
COMPLETE CARBONATED AND NON-CARBONATED BEVERAGE PLANT

NIHIRA FOOD ENGINEERING LLP

Plot No. 185, Sector No. 7, PCNTDA, Bhosari,Pune - 411 026. India.
Contact : 9767514222 | santosh@nihira.in | Web : www.nihira.in

ALL MACHINE ARE MADE IN INDIA AT OUR FACTORY UNDER SINGLE ROOF.
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Making Food Processing Quality More
Reliable with Vision AI
AI (Artificial Intelligence) makes quality inspections via image processing not only better, but also easier,
faster and more efficient to implement. Data Spree from Berlin shows us how.

I

n the food industry in particular,
efficiency along the entire value
chain is an essential competitive
factor.
Reliable
automation
of manufacturing and quality
assurance processes is crucial for a
modern and efficient factory.

TRADITIONAL QUALITY
SOLUTIONS - ERROR-PRONE,
COMPLICATED, EXPENSIVE
Classical image processing has
to be programmed from scratch in
a very complex way. Algorithms
are developed manually by experts,
which often requires a lot of knowhow and time. At the same time,
complex tasks, such as different
or difficult defect images, cannot
be mapped at all or only with
great difficulty using these classic
solutions. All this leads to high
costs and to the fact that quality
requirements often cannot be
completely fulfilled.

Figure 1 Development and integration process of Vision AI quality assurance

THIS IS WHY THE FOOD INDUSTRY
MUST USE VISION AI IN THE
FUTURE
With Vision AI, quality inspections
can be automated reliably and
quickly during ongoing operations.
With Data Spree’s Deep Learning
DS software, these solutions can be

implemented efficiently and easily.
The first step is to simply capture
images of good and defective
products. Then the assignment of
the images into “Ok” and “Not Ok”,
also called annotation or labeling,
takes place. The Data Spree actively
supports here with annotation tools
and
services. Finally, the AI
iteratively trains the recognition
and correct assignment of the “Ok”
and “Not Ok” examples. The AI works
on the basis of an interconnection
of nerve cells similar to the human
brain. Here, the AI independently
learns to distinguish good from
bad products based on image data.
As with the human brain, the
accuracy of the AI is continuously
improving. With Deep Learning DS,
you can quickly and easily perform
this “learning process” yourself.
Data Spree also offers the complete
process up to productive integration
into the plant as a service.
This method can be used to quickly
detect a wide variety of complex
defect patterns, such as various
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surface defects, cracks, fractures, color defects and much
more - and all without a single line of programming code.
Quality assurance solutions can thus be implemented
very efficiently and robustly. Even in just a few hours,
operational prototypes can be created in some cases.
Data Spree’s fast AI models additionally ensure good realtime capability in high-frequency production operations.
Another advantage is the flexibility of the learning
system. If products, product features or defects change
at some point due to production changes, the AI can be
easily “fed” with new images and retrained. In this way,
it is possible to react quickly and effectively to changes
in production without having to start from scratch or buy
a new solution.

Figure 2 The AI detects and localizes a wide variety of error patterns and
deviations in real time

EXAMPLE: QUALITY ASSURANCE OF COOKIES
In the quality assurance process of cookie products, the
AI can reliably distinguish “Ok” from “Not Ok” objects.
The output shows the result and a heatmap. The red area
in the heatmap is the AI’s basis for deciding whether an
object is classified as “Ok” or “Not Ok”
Here, the AI can easily detect a wide variety of defect
patterns and deviations from the “Ok” state. The AI detects
and localizes obvious defects such as holes, large cracks
or fractures. But also more difficult defect patterns, such
as small fractures and spalling or surface defects. The
trained AI can independently detect and localize every
possible defect variant or variable deviation, even if the
defect did not explicitly occur in the training data set.
With AI from Data Spree, all possible error cases are thus
detected here. In the past, this quality monitoring would
have required complex algorithms to be programmed by
hand to detect a wide variety of deviations and defect
types. With Vision AI from Data Spree these times are
over. Especially for tasks with high error variability,
learning AI systems are excellently suited. This means
that especially in the quality inspection of food and
baked goods, it is always worth taking a look at the topic
of AI.
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The Plant-Based Boom - A New HighCapacity Manufacturing Solution to Keep up
with Consumer Demand

T

he global food industry
is
facing
the enormous
challenge
of
feeding
a
population of 10 billion people, a
number we are expected to reach by
2050.
Our food supply chains are very
complex, comprising multiple steps,
from the farm to storage, transport,
processing, retail and ending
eventually on the consumer’s plate.
The way we produce out food takes
its toll on the planet, taking up 70%

of the world’s available freshwater
for agriculture in addition to a
tremendous amount of energy, and
contributing to nearly a quarter of
global green-house gas emissions.
Despite all of this, one-third of all
food produced ultimately goes to
waste.
With population growth comes an
expected change in demographics. A
shift towards more urban lifestyles,
with the majority of the world
eventually living in cities, suggests
Food Marketing & Technology
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an increase in purchasing power.
With the growing awareness among
consumers of balanced and proteinrich diets, there is a tendency
towards putting as much protein
on the plate as possible. Looking at
our existing protein value chain,
it is estimated that with livestock
farming, 45% of protein produced
worldwide is lost during the
conversion of plant protein to animal
protein. Beyond these inefficiencies,
the overproduction of animal-based
protein for human consumption has
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been the leading cause of the most
recent pandemics, from COVID-19
and SARS to swine flu and bird flu,
among many others.
Today, consumers are compelled
to reconsider their food choices
and look for alternative sources
of proteins. Moreover, they are
exploring a wide range of foods
and expect more choice in the
products available on the market.
Researchers around the world are
therefore looking for novel proteins
sources which could be used for
human consumption. In this race,
plant-based proteins top the charts
as they are becoming increasingly
popular among consumers. Through
twin-screw extrusion technology, it
is possible to use plant-based protein
sources to create products that
mimic animal-based meat such as
chicken pieces, burgers, pulled pork,
tuna, etc. Pioneering food producers
have had huge success with recent
plant- based meat market launches
and the enthusiasm of consumers
in buying such products is in turn
fueling the plant-based revolution.
It is expected that, by 2040, the
global protein market share will
be
dominated
by
alternative
proteins, including both plantbased and cultured meat, leading
to a considerable reduction in
traditional meat products. This has
intrigued many companies from the
traditional meat and dairy industries,
encouraging them to diversify their
portfolios and cater to the needs of
the market. According to the 2019 ‘US
State of the Industry Report’ by the
Good Food Institute (GFI), between
2017 and 2019 there was a 31%
increase in the retail sales of plantbased meat, compared to only 5% for
animal-based meat products. This
explains the actions of food giants
like Nestlé, PepsiCo and Kraft Heinz
who are stepping into plant- based
meat sector. Additionally, many

traditional meat producers such as
Tyson and Hormel have launched
their own plant-based meat brands
such as ‘Raised & Rooted’ and ‘Happy
Little Plants’ respectively.

THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN
MIMICKING MEAT:
Despite the existing concerns in
the food system, and especially
in the protein value chain, it is
still a challenge for consumers to
fully shift to plant- based diets.
People love the sensory experience
involved in eating meat, not only
from the flavor but also from the
texture of the product. The bite
and chewiness that is provided
by a meat product is missing in
traditional meat alternatives such
as tofu and tempeh. Extrusion is the
leading technological solution used
Food Marketing & Technology
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in the production of plant-based
meats, which enables alternative
sources of protein to be transformed
into meat-like products. With the
advent of high-moisture extrusion
in particular, it is now possible to
mimic meat products more closely.
Plant proteins in their raw state
are typically globular in structure.
As they are processed inside the
extruder, the plant-proteins are
denatured due to shear loading and
the increase in temperature, which
re-aligns them into long fibers. The
cooling die is a vital attachment to
the extruder. As the restructured
protein flows through the cooling die,
phase separation results in a fibrous
and layered structure, which is then
cooled to a solid product exiting the
cooling die. This meat substitute,
typically a rectangular slab due to

Processing
current cooling die designs, can
then be further processed to create
diverse products such as ground
meat, pulled pork, burger patties and
chicken pieces.
The cooling die is also the main
bottleneck in the high-moisture
extrusion process. Until now, the
throughput has been limited to
500 kg/h, making it difficult for the
industry to keep up with consumer
demand and to compete with the
high volumes produced by the
meat industry. To address this,
Bühler is excited to announce the
launch of a new high performance
cooling die, the PolyCool 1000, with a
throughput of up to 1000 kg/h. This
novel solution is unparalleled in
the industry and will revolutionize
the production of sustainable meat
alternatives and other protein
products. With the ability to double
throughput on one line, the cost
per kilogram of product becomes
much cheaper, allowing producers
to reduce the sales price and reach
more consumer markets.
Bühler, as a complete solution
provider for the meat substitute
value chain, is heavily engaged in
innovation in this area. Specializing in
both dry and high moisture extrusion,
Bühler enables its customers to find
solutions with their customized
recipes in order to achieve the desired
layered and fibrous texture, like that
of meat. Bühler’s application centers
located in Minneapolis (USA), Uzwil
(Switzerland), Wuxi (China), and soon
in Singapore, enable customers to
carry out trials for recipe and process
optimization with the expert support
of Bühler’s technology team. In order
to cater to the growing demand,
plant- based meat producers need
to increase the throughput of their
processes. Bühler’s unique solution
of a cooling die with a throughput of
1000 kg/h makes it the market leader
among state-of-the art technological
solution providers. In addition to

extruder systems and cooling dies,
Bühler provides solutions for preprocessing of the material using preconditioners. These pre-conditioners
can provide an additional retention
time for the raw ingredients which
might be needed to stimulate
certain physicochemical reactions,
improving the functionality of
the recipe components. Bühler
has several partnerships with
downstream processors of the
extruded product, thereby supporting
customers in finding the full bean-toburger solution.
Technological advancements in
the meat substitute segment have
prompted numerous start-ups to
launch in this market. According to
the GFI report quoted above, USD 457
million was invested in the plantbased sector in 2019 alone. Hence,
the growth in this segment is an
indicator of the growing interest
from consumers for such products.
Popular and futuristic protein
sources for meat substitutes:
Current popular plant-based meats
in the market are produced from
soy or pea protein-based recipes.
For high- moisture extrusion for
example, basic products can be
formulated by mixing 33% soy
protein concentrate with 66% water,
or 45% pea protein isolate with 55%
water in the recipe. The extrusion
conditions also differ depending
Food Marketing & Technology
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on the recipe. Typical temperatures
need to reach up to 145-150 °C when
extruding soy protein concentrate,
while for pea protein isolates,
temperatures are in the range of
130-145 °C. The configuration of the
screw elements are also adjusted
depending on the protein sources
in order to provide the necessary
amount of shear loading inside the
extruder. These process parameters
are optimized thanks to experience
and scientific understanding.
Other protein sources gaining
popularity
more
recently
are
chickpea, lentil, potato, fava bean,
and mycoprotein, which all have
great nutritional properties and
can be used to produce meat-like
structures. With the advancement
of fermentation technology, singlecelled proteins such as algae, yeast,
and bacteria will become more
important in the near future.
In conclusion, scientists and
industries around the world are
continuously engaged in exploring
the nutritional and functional
aspects of alternative protein
sources in order to make our protein
value chain more efficient. Meat
substitutes present an unparalleled
opportunity for sustainability in our
food systems. With the new PolyCool
1000, Bühler proves it is committed
to leading the way in developing
the best solutions for the alternative
protein industry.
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Digitized Silo Fill Level Monitoring

N

anolike
is
pleased
to
introduce a new digitized
fill level monitoring solution
for food and beverage silos. The goal
is to simplify inventory and order
management processes in the food
and beverage industry. Another
aim is to help the manufacturers
and suppliers of raw materials
and additives optimize their silo
replenishment
processes.
This
not only saves costs but also
reduces the environmental impact
by enabling route optimization.
The new digitized silo fill level
monitoring solution stands out
through highly efficient sensor and
cloud connectivity technology using

the Sigfox 0G wireless network. It
requires zero maintenance for years
and needs neither an external
power supply nor a data line, which
saves costs and ensures that the
digitization investment is amortized
very quickly. This makes Nanolike
technology highly disruptive, as it
can replace any alternative sensor technology used exclusively
to manage replenishment management.
Users of Nanolike‘s digitized silo
fill level monitoring solution are
found in almost all sub-sectors of the
food industry, from soft drink and
fruit juice producers, dairy product

manufacturers, breweries and coffee
roasters, to legume processors
and industrial bakeries as well as
jam, instant and convenience food
manufacturers – and that‘s by no
means an exhaustive list. Nanolike’s
digitized silo fill level monitoring
solution isn’t just for large silo
operators; it also targets silo
manufacturers who aspire to include
this technology in their portfolios
and, above all, raw materials and
additives manufacturers aiming
to offer their customers automatic
replenishment,
vendor-managed
inventory
(VMI) or similar solutions as part of their digitization
strategies.

Food and beverage silos are easier to manage with Nanolike’s digitized fill level monitoring solution (© Teodororoianu | Dreamstime.com)
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Quickly and easily mounted on
the exterior base of the silo, the
Nanolike sensors give users 24/7
access to information on fill levels
and demand forecasts in real- time.
This digital solution makes it much
easier to monitor the silo fill levels
and greatly reduces users’ workload,
as they no longer have to climb to
the top of silos at different locations
to check the fill levels. Instead, all
required inventory management
tasks can be done in less time from
the safety of the office. An integrated
early warning system alerts the silo
operator to potential bottlenecks,
helping to prevent any shortages of
raw materials and additives.
Based on real-time data, the
mobile application also facilitates

the
automation
of
purchase
processes as silo operators can
chose to place orders directly
from their smartphones. Such an
integrated solution, which can be
implemented with just a few clicks,
greatly simplifies communication
between food manufacturers and
their suppliers. What is more,
it makes it possible to optimize
the supply to distributed silos at
a higher level, leading to overall
savings in transport logistics, which
ultimately also improves the long
term CO2 balance. The data from the
Nanolike sensors are consolidated
in a central cloud from where
they can be imported into existing
software systems and customer
clouds, or retrieved via smartphone
app at any time.
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The digitized fill level monitoring
solution from Nanolike is extremely
simple to implement, as it is
self-calibrating, does not require
active calibration, and also filters
out
undesirable
environmental
influences. Before filling a silo,
the user sets the sensor to zero
via the mobile phone app and
manually enters the fill load once
in the software. From thereon, the
changing fill level is calculated in
the cloud, based on a comparison of
sensor data recorded before and after
filling. The measurement corridor
can include just the one load, which
doesn’t have to be a full load, or it can
map the state between a completely
empty and completely full silo.
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Robotics: 25 Years of Reliable
Palletizing Technology
• Expert team develops smart and powerful robots
• Systems optimally designed for many different tasks
• KHS to introduce more standardized systems and virtual commissioning in the future
KHS has been using robots successfully for 25 years, especially in the packaging and palletizing sections of its lines.
These high-tech systems master tasks such as sorting, distribution, depalletizing, palletizing and stacking efficiently,
flexibly and economically. In the future KHS wishes to make greater use of standardized systems and solutions in
order to give its customers even faster lead times. Virtual commissioning also features heavily in the company’s plans
for the future.

T

he use of robots in the
packaging and palletizing
process steps is on the
increase both in KHS’ single machine
business and in its line projects.
They are considered to be extremely
reliable and low maintenance and
provide secure production. They
often perform several tasks at the
same time and are valued as a
future-proof investment. All that
needs doing when setting up new
functions is to replace the specific

tool and modify the programming.
Moreover, these intelligent machines
produce at a low cost and are easy to
operate. It is thus no surprise to learn
that a growing number of bottlers in
the beverage industry wish to make
greater use of ‘colleague robot’.

MANY YEARS OF EXPERTISE
KHS has been making successful use
of robot technology on its production
lines for 25 years now. The Dortmund
systems supplier thus has a wealth of

experience and expertise in this field
of application. KHS masterminded
its first projects in the palletizing section for customers in Gerolstein and
Regensburg back in 1996. As the
maximum weight that could be processed by the robots then in use was
subject to certain restrictions, to start
with they were not used to palletize
full layers. Initially, typical applications included palletizing and depalletizing, packing and unpacking of
returnable crates and keg palletizing.

Packs of six non-returnable PET bottles prior to gentle but precise pickup by the clamping jaws: two grouping robots wait for the KHS commissioning
engineer to give them the go-ahead
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Since the beginning of the 2000s
KHS has worked with the KUKA
company based in Augsburg,
Germany. Back then, the systems
designed by the international
automation specialist were able
to manage greater weights and
used the same machine control
system as that found in KHS
equipment at that time. KHS also
relies on technology manufactured
by Japanese electronics and
mechanical engineering company
FANUC. “If someone’s already using
a certain system, they don’t want to
switch to another one. It’s almost
a question of religion,” explains
Christoph Wiesenack, palletizing
prod- uct manager in Worms.
As KHS has profound knowledge
of both suppliers’ systems, it is
secondary which components the
expert team works with. “However
good the robots are, they’re only
brought to life when used properly,”
he emphasizes. This
is where
KHS comes into play. “With our
experience we know where and
for which functions robots can be
constructively used. Our concrete
tasks are programming and the
manufacture and configuration of
tools and peripherals – from pallet
conveyors through grouping and
unloading tables to centering.”

KHS’ SPECIALIST FIELD: ROBOT
GROUPING
The
Dortmund
systems
manufacturer has been using
robots for grouping since 2004, a
process in which packs are formed
into layers. “This application is our
bread and butter, so to speak,” smiles
Wiesenack. Since the beginning the
team in Worms has continued to
develop its robotics, particularly the
robot heads. “These are the tools at
the end of the robot arms that come
into direct contact with bottles, cans,
packs, cartons or crates. Hardly
anyone knows better than we do

what has to be taken into account for
products to be processed flawlessly.”
This is why KHS engineers these
product-contacting
parts
itself.
Special functions integrated into the
heads include crash protection, for
instance, that prevents packs and
machines from damage. There is also
a compensation system that reduces
wear and abrasion and an extremely
simple clamping jaw changeover:
the packs to be grouped are gripped
by the servo-motorized jaws and
pushed into the required position.
“We set the clamping pressure to a
defined value with the help of the
motor’s power input and can thus
grip and process products very

gently – even sensitive packs such
as our new paper pack,” Wiesenack
states.
Robot grouping at KHS is now largely
standardized – both with respect
to the table, its position and the
programming. Variants have one to
three robots and are available with
one to four infeed lanes. “Our product
center is experienced in this without
us having to clarify much more here,”
says Wiesenack. Accordingly, the
number of grouping robots installed
to date is high and currently amounts
to about 600, with 50 new ones added
each year. Robots for more efficient
loading and sorting.

At the KHS assembly shop in Worms a robot destined for keg processing is tested in operation before
being shipped to the customer.

Packaging
Besides grouping, KHS currently
also uses robots to palletize nonreturnable packs and for other
applications such as sorting and
distribution. In kegging robots are
used to unload and palletize kegs, for
instance. Image processing systems
enable further functions to
be
incorporated, such as keg turning on
demand, fitting position detection
and identification of the layer
pattern on the pallet. The systems
can also adjust the process steps to
suit the current kegging situation.
Automatic tool changeovers can be
provided as an option for most robot
applications and also retrofitted on
demand.
KHS’ expertise is particularly
important when special functions
are required that standard machines
cannot perform, for example during
loading or sorting. One example
of this is in operation at RHODIUS
Mineralquellen in Burgbrohl, where
segregated bottles and crates are
packed and palletized according
to type on one machine. Here, the
robot picks segregated crates of
returnables
comprising
mainly
foreign bottles from the line and
places them on pallets for removal
from the line. It also packs segregated
empty bottles into empty crates and

Some customers prefer KUKA robots, others those made by FANUC – KHS has profound knowledge of
the systems manufactured by both suppliers.

places these by type according to a
set pattern back onto pallets that
are then ready for discharge. With
this, during production the system
generates sorted empties for later
processing more or less as a byproduct. Flexible adaptation to the
sorting rate means that functions
can be assigned as required during
the shift.
One
very
different
special
application has been
developed
in the course of KHS’ cooperation
with one of the world’s leading soft
drinks producers. Over the past five
years KHS installed several robot

Stays cool even when working at full capacity: the KHS Innopal RK repacks segregated bottles into
crates and places these onto pallets by type.
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applications here for the preparation
of basic soft drinks components
required at the company’s various
production sites to mix its finished
beverages. In this example, too, the
team of experts from KHS developed
a number of line-specific palletizing
systems. The future viability of the
systems has also proved itself here;
following the move to a new facility,
by decoupling certain functions
and through rearrangement of the
palletizing section a palletizing
robot already supplied was assigned
two more lines for palletizing,
increasing the palletizing capacity
in the process. The customer was
extremely satisfied with the results.

FEWER TASKS, GREATER
PERFORMANCE
It goes without saying that even
robots have their limits. “It’s like with
people; they too can only perform
a certain number of tasks within a
given time,” Wiesenack comments.
“The more functions we include
on a machine, the lower the output
in containers per hour.” If groupings
process up to 144,000 cans per hour,
for example, combined palletizing
cells in the lower or medium capacity
range are used. The output here
depends on the number of functions
to be carried out, such as picking
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this direction,” he tells us. “We can
imagine that we’ll achieve higher
outputs on standardized systems
in the future because the focus is
solely on palletizing; we can then
get the most out of the robot here.
On customized systems, where the
accent is on flexibility rather than
just palletizing, we’re bound by the
setup and specified tasks.”

At KHS robots are used for manipulation during pack conveying, among other things, such as here in
the distribution of wrap-around cartons.

and placing packs onto pallets,
layer formation and processing
pallet liners and empty pallets. The
palletizing cell permits complete,
fully automatic palletizing, including
pallet and pallet liner handling, in
a relatively small space of just 35
square meters.

FUTURE STANDARDIZATION
In the future Wiesenack also wants to
make loading stations as uniform as
possible so as to offer standardized
systems as for grouping that enable
faster lead times and incur less
cost. “Our palletizing cell for the
low capacity range is a first step in

Food Marketing & Technology
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The specialists in Worms are
also planning to extend virtual
commissioning and rely more
heavily on the digital twin in order
to exploit further potential for
increasing efficiency. Synergies
are to be used for this purpose:
robots are usually equipped with
a digital
environment by their
manufacturers, meaning that KHS
can also commission these virtually.
All it then has to do is integrate its
tools into the existing environment.

* Christoph Wiesenack has worked with
robot applications for the beverage
industry at KHS for seven years now.
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Ninjacart Connects Farmers
with Consumers Happy
Farmers! Happy Consumers
Ninjacart is Bengaluru based and India’s largest B2B fresh
produce supply chain company. We had an interaction
with Thirukumaran Nagarajan, Co-founder and CEO of
Ninjacart. He talks about the rough and tumble of an
entrepreneur’s journey and finally switching to B2B from
B2C business model.

1

HOW DID YOU START NINJACART? HOW
DID THE VENTURE COMMENCE?

Ninjacart was initially started by six co-founders,
including Sharath Loganathan, Vasudevan
Chinnathambi, Kartheeswaran KK, Ashutosh
Vikram, and Sachin Jose. It all started in 2014 when
I met Vasudevan Chinnathambi, Kartheeswaran
KK and I were at Taxi4Sure. We worked together
and developed a brother-like relationship. Later,
I met Ashutosh Vikram and Sachin Jose through
CommonFloor, and Sharath has always been
part of my entrepreneurial journey as we were
classmates from IIM Kozhikode. Before landing on
the idea of Ninjacart, I and Sharath had executed
various projects which we were unable to expand
due to sustainability and scalability issues.
We all got together in 2015 and transformed
Shout App, a location-based app (the company
I was working on with Sharath at the time),
into an e-commerce site. Within Bengaluru, we
started operating as a hyperlocal model to serve
the end-consumer and helping retailers to take
their inventory online. We aimed to deliver fresh
produce to direct consumers within 60 minutes
of their order. As soon as we began operating, we
were inundated with customer concerns about
unsafe produce being shipped. We went back to the
supermarkets and business outlets to figure out
what was going on. We discovered that the supply
Food Marketing & Technology

side of the food supply chain had no structure and
was fragmented as farmers relied on middlemen to
sell their produce. Retailers, on the other hand, had
to compromise with the quality of fresh produce.
As a result of the increasing demand for a more
streamlined and immediate delivery experience,
we decided to move from B2B to B2C.
We are currently operating in all major 11 cities
across India with a turnaround time of 12 hours.
The positive response from both consumers and
farmers, and the overall impact have fuelled our
determination to change the way India consumes
food.

2

WHAT IS THE VISION OF YOUR
ORGANISATION AND WHAT DO YOU
WISH TO ACHIEVE FROM THIS VENTURE?

The vision is to feed safe food to ‘billions of people in
India’, keeping quality and efficiency as a foremost
priority. To achieve this, we have implemented
a traceability infrastructure in the food supply
chain that allows us to monitor fresh produce at all
levels as it passes through different facilities. The
pandemic has made things more urgent in terms
of understanding the importance of technology
in the agriculture sector. We are heavily investing
in cutting-edge technologies that will make the
procurement process easier for farmers by allowing
them to monitor their land and crops via apps. We
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aim to learn and grow together as everyone is trying
to solve the fragmented food supply chain in India.
Kilofarms, an agritech startup, has joined forces
with us. We worked together to create the first
batch of residue-free tomatoes, and we plan to add
18 more residue-free fruits and vegetables by the
end of the year. We have developed tech-enabled
methods such as drip irrigation to assist farmers
in achieving the highest grade of fresh produce
through residue-free methods and leveraging each
other’s technological capabilities.

Retailers, on the other hand, enjoy the hygienic
delivery of fresh, good quality produce at their
doorstep without bothering about morning visits
to the market. Retailers can purchase a wide range
of quality graded vegetables and fruits for their
businesses at the best deals allowing them to boost
their profit margin. Periodical deals and discounts
are
other advantages for retailers associated
with Ninjacart. They can replenish their inventory
regularly to reduce inventory holdings and quicken
processing time.

We believe in educating farmers and equipping
them to deal with new technological concepts
such as sensors, data analytics, apps, and a variety
of other resources that can help them achieve
better results. As we move forward, we hope to
introduce more farmers to the Ninjacart family
and collaborate with companies that value growth
and sustainability. The platform’s focus remains on
leveraging strengths and expertise to develop new
product categories and consumer segments while
also addressing complex supply chain issues.

At every step, Ninjacart has maximised value for
all stakeholders.

3

NINJACART BRIDGES THE GAP
BETWEEN THE FARMERS AND THE
SELLERS. WHAT IS THE IMPACT THAT
YOU SEE IN THE LIVES OF FARMERS AND
SELLERS WITH YOUR INTERVENTION?

Farmers
• 20% more revenue, fair price
• One-stop-sale for all produce
• Quick payments through online banking
facilities
• Transparent weighing
• Consistent demand via market forecasting
Retailers
• Doorstep delivery
• Competitive pricing, better than the market
• High quality graded produce
• Convenient and time-saving

Embracing
transparency,
traceability
and
sustainability, Ninjacart sources fresh vegetables
and fruits from farm to stores. Ninjacart was
established to ensure the well being of farmers
by helping them derive high value for their farm
produce while providing the best possible yield for
the end-consumer.

Consumers
• Hygienically handled produce – one-touch
method
• 100% traceable to farms – Improves food safety
• Good quality produce
• Lesser food wastage. (Traditional mandis waste
up to 35% of food)

Over the last six years, Ninjacart has made an
impact in the lives of both farmers and retailers.
Working closely with our farmer partners, Ninjacart
maintained a consistent supply of high-quality
produce that meet consumer demand. We helped
farmers access data-driven crop recommendations
and guided them with reliable pre-harvest pricing
information as well as demand trends. It allowed
farmers to concentrate on farming and learn new
cultivating processes. We have seen a 20% rise
in the net realised income of our farmers. Most
importantly, Ninjacart saves time and effort of the
farmer that is otherwise spent in dealing with the
numerous middlemen. We empower them to deal
with middlemen in the supply chain who do not
adequately pay the farmers for their efforts in turn
undervaluing the produce.

COULD YOU ELABORATE ON THE
TECHNOLOGIES USED TO MAKE THE
SUPPLY CHAIN SEAMLESS?

Food Marketing & Technology
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Over the years, we at Ninjacart have invested in
technology to simplify its processes and improve
its logistics to deliver hygienically-handled
produce from farmers to retailers and businesses
across major cities in less than 12 hours. Every
action and process is controlled and governed by
technology. Ninjacart has boosted its efficiencies
with Data Science, sophisticated algorithms and
App-based platforms to make the supply chain
more efficient and accessible. It has drastically
reduced the amount of time taken for the farm
produce to transfer from farm to stores.
Ninjacart supply chain algorithm preserves all
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the retail order information for future reference. It
helps in examining the best delivery route based
on customer location, tonnage, crate counts, time
of delivery and so on. This algorithm perfectly
employs the vehicle route towards the customer
location after taking into account all the variables
such as vehicle type, start place, maximum
crate size, average vehicle speed to allocate the
delivery route and so on. By mapping 1000+ routes
for vehicles, our algorithms simplify logistics
preparation and optimization. Furthermore, We
have taken a constraint-based modeling approach.
Constraints are based on distance, vehicle,
cost, capacity and time. After defining these
constraints, we use a metaheuristic optimization
technique (Guided Local Search) to maximize our
objective function and reduce our supply cost.
Furthermore, we ensure transparency in the entire
food value chain through RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification), it enables us to track fresh produce
as it undergoes various facilities.

1. Facial Recognition: The software quickly
captures the entire face, which is then fragmented
into small pieces and converted into data streams.
To mark attendance, 90% accuracy is required
each time. This data can then be used to track
the productivity of employees from start to finish
and at various points in the supply chain, as well
as to solve common problems that arise, ensuring
orders are delivered timely and without hiccups.
2. Constraint-oriented modeling: Constraints
are based on distance, vehicle, cost, capacity and
time. After defining these constraints, we use a
metaheuristic optimization technique (Guided
Local Search), to maximize objective function and
reduce supply cost
3. Future-ready ERP: Mobile-ready ERP removes
paper usage in the supply chain
4. Demand Forecasting: Leverages deep machine
learning to improve accuracy in forecasting by 97%
and reduce the overall wastage to 4% [traditional
supply chains have wastage up to 25%]
5. Farmer apps: Ninjacart also has specific apps
for the farmers wherein we help them not only in
demand forecasting but also with harvest planning
and determining the price indent
6. Connected Logistics: Speed and price can make
or break any supply chain. Ninjacart’s indigenous
route optimization and utilization keeps the load
factor at 92% and puts fresher vegetables on the
plate (they move the produce from farm to store
within 12 hours) at a cost almost 1/3rd of the
traditional supply chain.

Our tech-enabled supply chain allows us to work
closely with farmers, providing them with datadriven crop recommendations. Through the
‘farmer harvest calendar’, we inform about the
availability of fruits and vegetables in each season.
It also examines consumer purchasing history and
order frequency to assess the types of items that
must be procured. It helps gain insight into the
demand and supply of produce
To decide what goes into a farm to grow particular
farm produce, we follow best practices and use
analysis techniques, which can be summarised as
follows:
Food Marketing & Technology

7. Vehicle Route Planning is vital in driving the
Ninjacart Supply Chain
8. Social security: Cashless and instant

5

WHAT KIND OF CHALLENGES DO YOU
FACE RIGHT FROM SOURCING TO
DELIVERY OF PERISHABLE GOODS AND
THE SOLUTIONS YOU HAVE FOUND ALONG
THE WAY?

Owing to the massive size of the supply chain,
quality control, and managing the large workforce
is a big hurdle. There are multiple concerns
that affect the food supply chain. Some of the
challenges and their solutions are stated below-
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Post-harvest losses were caused by a lack of
communication, inadequate storage space, and
a supply-demand mismatch, which had to be
managed by providing appropriate harvesting
tools and equipment. We had to train/educate the
farmers at the same time. In addition, innovative
management and new technologies are being
used to assist retailers in overcoming obstacles
such as lengthy procurement processes,
inadequate quality management, and aggressive
pricing.
In a nutshell, with the help of automated functions,
Ninjacart managed to overcome the following
challenges with strong yet unique solutions.
1. In the beginning, we set out to overcome two big
challenges: convincing retailers and grocery
store owners to go online, and convincing
farmers to trust us, a tech startup, over the
conventional middleman they had known for
years.
2. Introduced more advanced management and
emerging technologies to enhance supply
chain management, resulting in low cost,
moderate and super fast.
3. Ninjacart managed to eliminate the struggle
faced by the farmers due to middlemen. Farm
products were undervalued, and farmers were
not compensated fairly for their efforts.
4. We moved forward with building a traceability
infrastructure that allowed everyone to track
every step of the supply chain. We launched
‘FoodPrint’, which helps us to learn everything
about the food we consume. Everything could
be tracked with the help of this initiative. Right
from identification of the farmer to the helpers
at the collection center, the retailer and the
delivery process.

6

ON WORLD FOOD SAFETY DAY
YOU LAUNCHED AN INITIATIVE
‘FOODPRINT’. CAN YOU TELL OUR
READERS MORE ABOUT IT AND ITS
IMPLICATION?

With customers focusing on their wellbeing, it was
time to add value through creativity and achieve
common goals around the agricultural value chain.
We have worked hard to bring food traceability
to this sector since our inception, and with the
‘FoodPrint’ initiative, we were finally able to assist
consumers in tracking fresh produce back to its
origin. It not only ensures 100% traceability but also
Food Marketing & Technology

serves the purpose of ensuring food safety till lastmile delivery. It starts from identifying the farmer
to the date and time of harvest, the transporting
truck, the processing warehouse, the warehouse
helper, the retailer, to finally revealing how it was
delivered to your doorstep. This endeavor focuses
on driving home transparency. It allows us to hold
everyone accountable for how fresh produce is
handled, stored , and transported.
With the assistance of technology like RFID tags,
a product is mapped right from the time a farmer
brings the produce to the collection centres and
then the same foodprint ID is kept intact till it
reaches the consumer. All this is possible by
entering the order number that one receives on the
Realtime Footprint Viewer.

7

YOUR LEARNINGS AS AN
ENTREPRENEUR AND MESSAGE TO
OTHER AGRIBUSINESS START-UPS?

During such unprecedented hours, my advice would
be to look at every challenge as an opportunity and
driving one’s efforts towards it. Even though the
pandemic has created chaos, it has also offered a
chance for entrepreneurs and startups to see the
big picture. The pandemic pushed Ninjacart closer
to achieving its vision of providing “Safe food for
a billion people”. Our approach to safer food for
billion people is to provide zero residue food than
pure organic food — because it is practical, scalable
and affordable.
Talking specifically about my entrepreneurial
journey then I must say that it was a rollercoaster
ride. Some ideas initially looked promising but
eventually failed. Failure never bothered me.
It encouraged me to do something innovative
and contribute to resolving some of the grave
challenges. I was constantly contemplating
multiple ideas and never gave up on pursuing
them. I have worked with around six startups, and
the most well-known brand was Taxiforsure before
Ninjacart. The other startups I tried my hands on
are Shout and Eduraft. As an entrepreneur, it is
essential to stay consistent and focused on your
idea. See that it is addressing the pain point of your
customers or users. Additionally, keep listening to
your customers as they communicate a lot. Also,
one has to be faster in decision making as not
making a decision is also a decision. Lastly, It is
crucial to stay calm and composed throughout the
journey.
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BillerudKorsnäs is Redefining Paper
Packaging for Food Products
Zaheer Abbas, Director Sales, Marketing and Business
Development, Billerudkorsnäs, is leading the South Asian
operation from strength to strength.
He articulates the importance of a sustainable paper packaging
and the realisation by brands owners, distributors and channel
partners in India about its importance.

1

HOW DID YOU START YOUR CAREER?
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE
PACKAGING INDUSTRY?

WHICH ARE YOUR MAIN SEGMENTS IN
FOOD INDUSTRY?

BillerudKorsnäs is one of the World’s most
sustainable paper packaging company. We
produce packaging grade papers for virtually every
segment of packaging – right from sugar in sachets
to cement in 50 KG sacks, healthcare packaging
to stainless steel’s industrial paper requirements,
Ice cream cone Packaging, pan masala packaging,
packaging for bakery products, packaging for fast
food companies & recently launched fast food
packaging customized for Indian snacks & Indian
fast foods. We also provide liquid packaging board
to the World’s best Aseptic Packaging companies.

I am spearheading flexible packaging and bakery
and fast-food packaging segments in South Asia.
Some of the applications are:
A. Ice Cream Cone Packaging
B. Chocolate / Chewing Gum Wrappers
C. Pan Masala Pouches
D. Paper Straws
E. Recessed Filters for
Cigarettes
F. Take away bags without
handles
G. Bread Packaging
H. Burger & Sandwich
Wraps
I. French Fries, Hash
Brown & Samosa Wraps
/ Bags
J. Poori, Dosa, Bhature, Vada, Idli Packaging Bags
/ Wraps
K. Top & Bottom of the Box Covers for Sweets
Packaging
L. Fried Chicken Bags
M. Chicken Nuggets & Chicken Strips Packaging
Bags
N. Any Many More – Space being the Constraint,
have enlisted only a few applications

3

5

Packaging material must be sustainable; not only the
brand owners, but even channel partners such as distribution companies, retailers and most importantly
consumers are giving a lot of focus to sustainability
which is good to see. We also need to see the product
life cycle and ensure it is recyclable or reusable.

The biggest challenge was that no one was aware of
the Brand BillerudKorsnäs despite BillerudKorsnäs
having a legacy of more than a century in high
quality paper packaging solutions in Europe.

It was a very interesting incident, I was in my MBA
final semester, and wrote a long email to the World’s
largest aseptic packaging company about how
they can improve their position and availability in
India, and this created interest and was followed up
with multiple rounds of discussions, and as soon
as I completed MBA, I joined them and started my
career in packaging. It has been almost 2 decades
of professional journey.

2

COULD YOU BRIEF US ABOUT
BILLERUDKORSNÄS AND ITS
PRODUCTS?

ACCORDING TO YOU HOW IMPORTANT
IS THE SUSTAINABILITY OF PACKAGING
MATERIAL AND WHAT IS ITS IMPACT ON
ENVIRONMENT?

4

WHAT ARE THE APPLICATIONS OF
PAPER BASED FLEXIBLE PACKAGING?
Food Marketing & Technology

WHAT KIND OF CHALLENGES DID
YOU FACE INITIALLY WHEN YOU
SET-UP THIS PRODUCT IN THE INDIAN
MARKET? WHAT WERE YOUR CUSTOMERS
APPREHENSIONS? WHAT HAS CHANGED IN
ALL THESE YEARS?

The second Challenge was the resistance to
change and fear of the “Unknown”.
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The third challenge was the lead time and
establishing sound supply chain solutions.
The fourth challenge was establishing the Route
to market which has its own unique challenges in
India and the changes are very dramatic and ever
changing.
The fifth challenge was market mapping,
segmentation and targeting – we cannot be
everywhere at the same time.

6

WHAT HAS CHANGED?

We are now the most preferred choice of
supplier when it comes to paper packaging
amongst our Customers and also the prospects
with whom we are working in the Indian & South
Asian market.
We have set up a robust supply chain which not
only ensures our customers get the right paper
at the right time but also addresses the
challenge of ever changing dynamics of
the Indian market.

opportunities which are yet to be explored and the
future is bright.

9

HOW DID COVID IMPACT YOUR MARKET
AND WHAT DID YOU DO DIFFERENTLY
TO OVERCOME THIS CHALLENGE?

Covid did have an impact initially in 2020 since for
more than 3 months the entire country was under
lockdown, however since then we have seen a
tremendous growth in our packaging portfolio.
Fast-Food packaging has definitely suffered in
2021 due to the fact that Dine-in, in most Fast Food
Restaurants has been closed specially in the major
Metro Cities but takeaway and home delivery has
significantly grown and that has been helpful to a
great extent in avoiding declining sales
Overall we have grown even in these challenging
and surreal times.

10

IS BRAND BUILDING AND
AWARENESS ABOUT
SUSTAINABILITY TARGETED
TOWARDS BUSINESSES OR DOES
THE COMPANY TRY TO EDUCATE
CONSUMERS OF END PRODUCTS
AS WELL? HOW DO YOU DO IT?

We are now a known Brand in the Indian
Paper Packaging Market.
Customers, prospects, and even new
entrants contact us about their upcoming
launches or new product launches to
discuss and finalize paper packaging solutions
before they inform or contact any other packaging
company.

7

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS HAVE A
HIGHER PRICE TAG THEN WHY WOULD
CUSTOMERS PAY MORE?

It is a myth honestly that sustainable products
have a higher price tag. Secondly, good quality
comes at a price, but it has to be seen from an
overall perspective and not just the price or cost of
the material. In packaging we refer to this as Total
Applied Cost Model. The fact that we have been
so successful in the highly price sensitive Indian
market reconfirms the fact that Indian market is
more acceptable of good quality and sustainable
packaging solutions.

8

WHAT IS YOUR ASSESSMENT OF
GROWTH IN THE SUSTAINABLE
PACKAGING MARKET?

I can only say we have just hit the tip of the Iceberg
and there are tremendous and massive growth
Food Marketing & Technology

We believe in reaching maximum level of
audiences when it comes to sustainability
and its benefits. We also undertake
multiple campaigns to reach out to end consumers,
governments, policy and decision makers and talk
about the significance of sustainability. The best
example is our partnership with TARA which does
studies on impact of plastics in the oceans.
Our brand building is more focused on companies
& markets since we are a B2B company.
But we do undertake frequent social media
interactions and campaigns to reach out to
consumers as well and interact with them.

11

YOUR MESSAGE TO AGRI AND FOOD
ENTREPRENEURS WHO ARE TRYING
TO EXPERIMENT WITH INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS.

We are there to support you in your journey of
Innovation, more importantly to understand your
and your customers and products’ needs and offer
solutions, so please reach out to us and help us
support you in your exciting journey of Innovations
and sustainability.
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The Indian Dairy Industry – Millennia
Old Lessons in Processing
By Dr. Kaushik Shankar*

I

sotope analysis of pottery shards
in the Indus Valley Civilization
(IVC) site of Kotada Bhadli, showed
evidence of dairy fats and proteins.
Apart from understanding that the
dairy industry nourished the people
of this civilization, we also know
that cows/buffaloes were involved
rather than goats/sheep. Evidence of
domestication of the cow (or auroch)
is known from at least 8000BC, with
many other ancient civilizations
contemporaneous with the IVC
showing evidence of industrial scale
dairying activities. It is surmised
that the IVC too had a large industry
around dairy including trade between
the different cities. Various literature
from the vedic period references
production of fluid milk, curds, butter
and cheese. 2500 years hence, India
still consumes a large proportion of

its dairy in the form of loose fluid
milk and artisanally produced value
added goods, rather than industrial
processing and production of a wider
variety of ingredients. APEDA lists
the following as value added dairy
products which are manufactured in
India.
Butter Fresh

Butter MilK

Butter Oil

Fresh Cheese

Milk & Cream in
Powder

Milk for Babies

Other Fat

Skimmed milk
powder

Other milk
power

Whole Milk

Ghee
http://apeda.gov.in/apedawebsite/SubHead_
Products/Dairy_Products.htm

The
dairy
processing
and
infrastructure development fund
(DIDF) launched in 2017-18 by the
Government of India seeks to improve
dairy processing with the following
components that are eligible
for financial support – creation,
modernisation and expansion of
milk
processing
infrastructure,
manufacturing facilities for value
added products, setting up of chilling
infrastructure and electronic milk
testing equipment at village level. I
seek to contrast this with the New
Zealand dairy industry that claims to
produce 1500 different dairy products
and formulations with minimal
government support. Due to the vast
and varied geography, climate and
culture of India, creation of a unified
dairy industry modelled on Europe
or New Zealand is a challenge that
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is being addressed at the grassroots
level.
India produces 187 of the 816 million
tons of global milk. Co-operative
milk unions procured 17 -18 million
tons of milk (48.04 million kg per
day – NDDB) which is less than 10%
of the total milk produced in India.
The private sector’s contribution to
production of value added products
in India, is therefore key. Private
dairy companies have hitherto
been focusing on stabilizing their
operations, but over the past couple
of years expanded rapidly into
value addition. The stated goals also
include capacity expansion and
national footprints. Most private
dairies are currently regional
players.

Whey production can be taken as
an example. Europe and the US are
key producers of whey proteins
globally. This is largely derived
from cheese production from which
approximately 95% of liquid whey is
produced. The remaining 5% comes
from casein production. Both of
these are not produced in significant
quantities in India. India produces
paneer, cottage cheese whose side
stream is not suitable for whey
production. Usage of Rennet makes
the difference in production of
cheese. If the whey is really going to
be used as protein supplement then
the paneer production process will
not support the actual nutritional
profile that is expected. Whereas in
case of enzyme processed cheese,
high quality whey gets separated

PANEER PROCESSING RESULTS IN PRODUCTION OF LARGE
QUANTITIES OF WHEY THAT NOT ONLY RESULTS IN LOSS
OF VALUABLE NUTRIENTS BUT ALSO RAISES SERIOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS FOR ITS DISPOSAL DUE TO ITS
HIGH BIOLOGICAL OXYGEN DEMAND.

without the heating process. Hence
even big milk processors are not
involving in whey production where
they manufacture paneer. Paneer
processing results in production
of large quantities of whey that
not only results in loss of valuable
nutrients but also raises serious
environmental concerns for its
disposal due to its high biological
oxygen demand. In India alone, it
is estimated that about 100 million
kg of whey is annually derived as
a by-product, which may cause
substantial loss of about 70,000 tons
of nutritious whey solids (https://
doi.org/10.1007/s13197-016-22188). The other problem of course is
that western style cheese is getting
popular in India only recently.
In conclusion, it is not an easy task
to change millennia old habits of
consuming dairy products. This
leads to the associated problem of
not being able to value add the side
streams. Complexity is added by the
lack of adequate infrastructure for
production and market accessibility
for processed dairy products which
could lead to some raw material
available for protein production. For
the dairy market to add value, it is
necessary therefore that consumer
demand matures towards higher
value products.

* Author is Project Manager, GIRACT,
kaushik@giract.com
Food Marketing & Technology
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